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GENERAL INFORMATION
12 BOISE JUNIOR COLLEGE
,THE PLAN
BOISE JUNIO~ COLLEGE
H!STORY
Boise Junior College WtloS org~nized in the spring of 1932 in re-
sponse to a demand for. higher edlication in Boise. During the first
two years, 1932-34,' the' college was sponsored by the Episcopal
Church, with the Right Reverend Middleton S. Barnwell, Bishop of
Idaho, as its first preSidenL' In June, 1934, in response to an appeal
from Bishop Barnwell a bo~rd of public-spirited individuals as-
sumed the responsibility of directing the school, and as a result a
non-profit corporation was fot-med whose stockholders were Boise
citizens interested in edtication. The buildings formerly housing the
college had once been used for a girls" academy under the direction
of the Episcopal Church: The Church, generously donated the use
of'the buildings ,for ,the op.~rationof the,schoo1.
In September'>.{-~939 :ao~se'Juiiior College began its first aca-
demic year as ,a public institution" In February, 1939, an enabling
act permitting, t~e fo.l'tnatl()n'of jdniorcollege districts was passed
by the legislature, andsign~d"by the, governor. ,In accordance with
the provision ,ofth!slaw~ the q"Q,an~edsc~ool,electors of a designated
district v()tedby al~rgemaJ()rity: i?fav;orof the establishment of
BoiseJtmior,Col~ege,'distriC~;'[({f,:"t, 't'; , ,"'," "
In the fall'of1939jacityhondelectiQn for funds to build a col-
lege plant was appr9ved by, a 10' to 1 majority. The city of Boise
donated the old JIluI!icipal airpQrt on th:es()uthbank of, the Boise
River .fbI'die new campus. BySeptember~ i940,.the administration
building; hadbeeri' completed. ' ,During' that school year a heating
pl~Ilt and'gymnasium' were built, follow~d':Oy,the erection of the
student ullion ,building nnanced by the student bOdy and the board
of trustees, the assembly-music building, and a vocational shop.
Jti~tco~p'lt!ted'is the city:~county,health unit building located on the
campus.;,' , I
: ~",
, " Jhe".progrtim plans to meet the needs of those students who
have graduated from high school and desire to continue their educa-
tion with one of the following goals in view:
1. Those who plan to enter a senior college and need courses of
11 general preparatory nature, including pre-professional courses.
, " 2. , Those who are interested in carrying their education a year
or 'two beyond the high school level in preparation for immediate
entrance into the general field of business and the professionS.
3.., Those who desire two years of general or cultural education
beyond high school.
4. Adults who wish to continue general or special education;
whereverit'is desirable night classes can be arranged for this group.
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."'~;~!~::i: THE .PLANT;:,.
,.' , :Bois~,JUIlioJ:pol1e~e is 1ge~tedhetwe~n ,'C(.apitolBoulevard on
the west and'Br~aawayon the east, on thesou,th,ba~k of the Boise
River acros~f~om,Jtilia Pll,viS,Park. ',l'he_~llIri,ilUs,pacious and
beautifullysituated,:isp:earitl1~business. distri~t''\Vhere many of the
~iudents fi:ndpart:,tiint!,e~pI9yinent. In this ,ceri~~~l)ocation, the
campus is easilyreache~ by.bll~' stage and traiiJ..)"j'"
The administration bu,Udi:ngcontains classroom~,ll!'boi'atories,
general administrative oflices,'and the library. 'J:'h~:libra:rY,ip the
east end of the administration building, includes a la~g~g:e~ei'al
reading and reference room and sbtcks. The library i~ 9Ilen,f~rty-
three hours weekly, and all books are easily accessible on.~he~pen
shelf. Periodicals and daily newspapers. are. regularly ,r~ceived.
The college library consists of approximately 8,000 volumes, ,,:F'ur-
ther library facilities ill Boise are available to college students
through the courtesyoftheBoisePtiblic Library, the State Ti-aye,l-
ing Library and the State!:tistoricaJ J;.i1>rary.. ,. . ,'. . ,...•, 1
'The assembly hall)eaJs seveh)irin'dr~dandfifty and provides
not only apbcefor assemblies aJ.lasodi~l~~tivities, but also quarters
for the music department with practice rooms s:nd studios.Equip-
ped with a large stage, the building pr(jvides faciliti~ for dramatic
and musical performances.' '. . . '
A sthdent union building provides a place for the students'. social
activities.. This building is on a convenient part of the campus and
is equipped with a large dini1}groom, modern kitchen and fountain,
comfortable lounges, and office'space for extracurricular activities.
It is supported by the student body and the board of trustees and is
the means of pleasant associations for students while not in classes.
A large gymnasium, amply equipped with dressing rooms and
showers and facilities f9r indoor sports, ,enables the college to carry
out an extensive and, varied physical education program. Adj acent
to the gymnasium is the athletic field, and near-by are hard surfaced
tennis courts. ,.. _,
The healthclipic ;houses the city and county health unit and
provides many advantages to Junior College students as a result of
& closely correlated program by the college and the health unit.
Facilities of thisbllilding are available to the college for laboratory
purposes and .for ela~ses in public health. This building harmonizes
with the general ar,chitecture of the other campus structures.
A vocational hp'ilding of concrete construction faced with brick
to match the other ',buildings on the campus houses the radio and
machine shops. ':;\:,llying field and hangars provide facilities for
flight training. ThlJ.sequipped, the college in cooperation with the
State Board for Voca~ionalEducationa,nd other agencies is carrying
out a program of.t,r;tining youth in vocations and for active partici-
pation in the ware@'ort.
,,".
HOUSING ACCOMMODATIONS'", . :' ' ~,(\'::t~."","
The Junior College has no dormitories on the cauiJ;tl'slbut there
is an ample supply of fine homes in the city of Boise{which offer
various types of accommodation for students. Roo~s'-forfuen are
available at the Young Men's Christian Association,an<i'the Young
Women's Christian Association offers both room and board"for wo-
mw. •
There are many opportunities for women students tow'6~k for
their board and room, with or without extra pay~ in homes'a.PI>roved
by the Dean of Women. Also, there are'many homes offetingl'ooms
for rent, as well as room and board. ' ,
The Dean of Men has_charge of housing for the men, whlle the
Dean 9f Women lists the approved residences for the women. Thp
Registrar will be glad to furnish, upon request, a list of approved
rooming ho"ses or a list of approved locations for working for room
and board.
All women students from out of town are to select their Boise
residences from these approved lists.
CULTURAL ADVANTAGES
Boise Junior College is located in the state capital, where stu-
dents have the opportunity of ohservingthe operation of all phases
of the state government, legislature and' courts, and many phases of
the federal government including the District Court.
. Boise enjoys a mild climate and is a city of beautiful homes.
There are splendid hotel facilities, D:i.anywide~awakecivic organi-
zations, churches of ~ll the leadi~g denominations, two radio sta-
tions, two well-equipped hospitals, an art museum, herbariums and
aquariums, a state library of 40,000 volumes, and the Boise Public
Library of approximately 50,000 volumes. Boise is favored by
membership in the Community Concert Series, featuring artists of
national and international fa~e. The Community Concert Associa-
tion brings to Boise five'outstanding musical"attractions each year.
student may obtain a membership in this organization for $3.00.
of other fine concerts are given by local organizations
the year. The College A Cappella Choir and Pep Band
,~nnual tour through Idaho and nearby states.
STANDARDS
College has been for several years a member of the
•ASlll,ciatiionof Junior Colleges. It is a member of the
of Secondary and Higher Schools, and is
organization, by the State Board of Educa-
of Idaho.
, "
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, ". ',SCHOLARSHIPS
The American A~s(jqia:tionof University Women awards yearly
a 'scholarshipto, some girl in the graduating class of Boise High
School. The .choice is made by a committee ,composed of members
of the Association 'who are also members of Boise High School
faculty, and three,.m~mb~~~ap'pointed at lal."ge. In making awards,
scholarship ll.nd*eedare considered.
. The Excharig~'Club of Boise gives two full scholarships yearly
to worthy stl!dents, who may be either entering freshmen or sopho-
mores.
A scholarship of $50 is granted by the Provident Federal Sav-
ings and Loan Association of Bojse with the recipient selected on
the basis of an essay contest participated in by Boise High School
seniors.
A scholarship is given by the Junior Columbian Club to a girl
graduate of Boise High School or St. Teresa's Academy.
Pioneer Chapter, Daughters of,the American Revolution, give,s
a tuition scholarship each:year to help some girl with a good schol-
astic record carry out her plans for a higher' education.
Two or mo'regirls graduating from Boise High School are reci-
pients of tuition scholarships given each year by the Girls' Club of
the High School.
Zeta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi has established a s~holarship to
be'presented each year to a girl graduate of Boise HighSchool who
has majored in commercial subjects.
The Altrusa Club of Boise has established a scholarship loan
fund. This is a revolving fund designed to help as many girls as
possible continue their education beyond high school.
Scholarships are given by the Valkyries, women's service organi-
zation of the Boise Junior College, to girls of the college who have a
high scholastic standin~ and who are in need of financial aid in order
to continue their higher education.
The Associated Women of Boise Junior College award a $50
scholarship to a girl from one of the high schools in Ada County.
"
LOANS TO FURTHER EDUCATION
The Boise Junior' College Citizens' Loan Fund makes small loans
available to students at a low rate of interest, during their attend-
ance at the Junior College.
The Intercollegiate Knights have established a loan fund avail-
able to men attending Boise Junior College. Applications may be
made through the Itegistrar of the college.
16
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SCHOLARSHIPS TO GRADUATES. OE. ,"; ,'"
THE JUNIOR COLLEGE • :ti:.
. '. .' ','l':'~ ,:' .
. The American Association of University Women a/wards a schol-
arship to a young woman graduate o~Boise Junior College who will
attend the University of Idaho. The selection is made by a com-
mittee composed of the' women members of Boise Jtini6r' College
faculty who are also members of the Association,' and, three other
'members appointed by the President of the Association:"
I , : •J'~.,
Whitman College, Occidental College and the College of Idaho
each grant a yearly scholarship to some student seleeted from the
graduating class of Boise Junior College. These 'awards are an-
no'Uncedat' commencement.
Other scholarships are offered by outstanding colleges and uni-
versitiesto graduates of Boise Junior College who rank high in their
classes. In recent years several such awards have been made by,
StanfOrd lJniversity.
t,
40.00
3,50,
RegU1~rS~l1dents (p~r,t~t~) .._.'_:~.~,:;,__:__;::__:::_i __. __c ••• $16.67
ParHimeStude~ts (per,termcredj~ hr.): .•._~.,;._.._,._.. 1.50
'i,'" ~(teri~reditso;less)");'?' ''11:,1<,:;; O\".,~; , .
., ~~ " ..~...' '~~~:"~:',.:"~..;:_;:~,'.,,' ,'. .'.' '.- ".,<~:"J;"':, ~"'~?~"~i'~<'- '.t.:~t:~~;;t;..jj '~/:':~":~}'j': ;,:../"
AbA COUN.TVRESIDEN~;,:;'- . [" '.;:~r ;' ..
R~gula~"s~uderii~'(~~rjt#;~)~~~.;~-t,--.-!::;;:'--,--. ---:,.-.---..- 25.00
Part-t~~e:.~titde~ts{pef.~erJ:li. cr~dit,hr.) ...•.----.-_.----..----- 2.25
: (tefl c;~dits; 6f:less);t~;.>;. <':;::~";:':.:,..:;' ,
" - ~ > .' '1 '.
NON-RESl:DEN~" '.' '.
Regular Students, (per ,tetm). :..:•.--:~..---..--- ---....-- --"
Part-tini~ '-Stud~n:ts(per,t~rID credit hr.) --- ------- ,--...
(ten c~~dit~'0; less).:, . . . . ,
. , •••.. '1.,'
.: SCHEDULE OF FEES
. ;'\t.- ,-',': :"',:'
Ttti~~~;nl'"(;~',~i;~~ .' (P~yable in Advance)
D~STRICTRESIDEN'lL.-' .
General Deposit: c' "'.'
Paid by all students ~hb eri~oll. Against this d~posit is
charged laboratory br;~ak~~e:'-l~braryfines, and damage to
or loss of college propetty; .The unused balance is refund-
able upon officialwithdr~~alf:roin college or completion of
academic work ...._.... ..._•.._::~::.:_:;.::.., .__..._.. ..__. .. ._..--- 5.00
~.-', '
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.50
1.50
1.00
2.00
8.00
1.00
2.00
8.00
. .50
1.00
8.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
.50
2.50
1.50
5.00
1.50
10.00
1.50
.:.,
Gene~~1:Fees:
, A'Capp~lla'Choit (per term) , .
. C~emist~y;,;fhysics, Geology, Botany, Zoology (per term
" ", ""laboratory credit hr. ) .
'PhiI6sophj'll-12-18 (per term) .
, Engineering Drawing Laboratory (per term) .
',Forestry camp fee (spring term) .
......:lIistory 52 ' .
cHome Economics Laboratory: Clothing (per term) .
, Foods (per term) .
Orchestra (pel' term) .
Towel fee (per term) .
Practice Teaching (per term)"""" .
Studio Art (per term credit hr.) :.
Surveying (per term) : .
Typing or OfficeMachines (per term) .
Vocal or Instrumental Ensemble (per term) .
Stude~t Body Fee: ,
Sponsoring athletics, entertainment, dramatics, publica-
tions, glee club, health !'lndothet;ictivities the Student Ex-
ecutive Board decides to include (per term)........................ 5.00
Special Fees:
Final.ExaItlimi.tionat other tha'n scheduled time...'............... 1.00
Graduation ' Fee : ' ,............ 8.00
Transcript: one sent free; extras, each : '................. 1.00
Late Registration Fee:' .
Students whose registration is not completed, including payment
of all required fees, during the days specified as registration days
'will be charged a Late Registration fee of $1.00 for the first day
and 50 cents additional for each day thereafter up to a maximum of
$3.00.
Applied Musie:
Piano-one lesson weekly (per lesson) $ 2.00
Class Piano (1 hi.lesson) (per term) 10.00
Organ-one lesson weekly (per lesson)................................ 1.50
Rental of organ for practice (per hour) :.............. .25
Rental of Practice roomwith piano for one hour daily,
six days aw~€;k (per term) .
Voice-one lesson (half hour) weekly.., .
Class voice (per term) .
Violin-one less~)Ji,weekly(per ter~) .
Class Violin (per t~rm) .
Cello':"'-onelesson'weekly (per term) ...............•....................
, .
~..
••••• _1
BOISE JUNIOR COLLEGE
REFUNDS
Students who withdraw from the College during'the first six
weeks of a term will be entitled to receive the following: refund on
tuition, general fees, and student body fees (if activity ticket is re-
turned) paid for that term: '
If withdrawal is made within the first two weeks of a
term, 75% will be refunded; after two weeks and within four
weeks, 50%; after four weeks and within six weeks, 25%;
after six weeks, no refund will be allowed.
Application for refund must be made to the BUrsar at the time
of withdrawal and within the time limits mentioned.
Refunds in Applied Music will be arranged with the instructor
concerned.
AUDITING OF ACCOUNTS
All funds for public purposes within the College and subject to
the jurisdiction of either the College or the Associated Student Body
and which are contributed to or collected by any student or faculty
member shall be deposited with the Bursar, subject to withflrawal
upon written approval.of the proper authorities. An accounting of
all receipts and expenditures in these funds shall be made by those
responsible for their collection immediately after they shall have
heen disburs~d, ,this accounting to be audited by thl;lB~rsar.
.r
',.
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ADMISSION .REQUIREMENTS';~J.,; \
" Applicants for admission must be at least 16. yea~; .of age and
must present satisfactory evidence of good moral character.
CREDENTIALs-Students applying for admission to the Junior
College are required to furnish credentials as follows: "
(a) An original transcript of high school credits signed
by the principal, superintendent, or other authori!lledofficial.
(b) Official transcripts and statements. of honorable
dismissal from each institution attended after high school
graduation.
(c) Personal data on the regular application-for-admis-
sion blanks.
, I '.- \ '
Blanks for furnishing personal data may be obtained on appli~
cation to the Registrar. High school, normal and college records
should be furnished on the transcript blank of the institution at
which the work was taken. ,All credentials must be sent direct to
the Registrar of the Junior College at Boise, Idaho, not through the
student. Prompt attention to these details will avoid delay in re~
gistration. , '
PERMITSTOREGISTER-Applicants foradnlission whose creden-
tials have beenaccepted will lle givenpetip.ission to register for the
following term. Applicants will be saved mqch;iricohvenience and
uncertainty if all,their credentials are 'received.'by ;theRegistrar in
sufficient tirilefor tile settle)llent of:any quesJ;ionthrough corre-
spondence and th~, receiVing ot permits;,to, register, before the pro-
posed date of admissio~., ' ' - , ,1
:..-'~, '1;.:, >. ~,~,':'
,ADMISSION 'AS :REGULAR"S'TUDENTS
By CERTiFtcAir1i:__Allni~si~n'to\lie'Juniot:~C~llege is based upon
credentials' showi~g:J".!:;:.,~,";',,';;~/,t!~ft,'/: f~';:,
(a) Grad.uiiti9n' from'an.';accredited four-year high
school~nd .presentatIon of .fifte~n'acceptable units, or
(b), Gradrtation from ~q accredited three-year senior
high schoolaridprtse,ntation of twelve acceptable units.
(c) During the' war,exiiergency and to facilitate the
accelerated program,enttance:requirements have been modi-
fied to adIDit$oiIle high"sc~()91:stlidentswho have completed
their juniotyeat.' Indrderto'be admitted under this cate-
gory, a student must be seventeen' years old, in the upper
half of his class, and shoUld,have the recommendation of his
high school principal. '".,,':
A "unit" represents a 'highsch6~1 subj,ect taught five times a
w~ek in periods of at least 36 w~eks:;,'Acertificate of secondary
school record should be filled ou~ lind;s!gned by the superintendent,
. .< :. ~- .:..,
~>~;;,,'.""
"
______ ------ ~ '--'--"""""~",;". ""=~ .....---•..•.-\t.-'il--'~.,,,.---..'
,
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~ri~nssION REQUIREMENTS 21
prin~ipal,or other ofli~ialofthe'school in which the work.was done.
,It should show,the lengthM ea«h course in weeks, the leng'th of each
recitation, and :the.grade of scholarship attained, including a record,
(jfall failures and conditions. All certificates accepted toward ad-
mission to the, Junior 'College become'the property of the Junior
,College; arid are permanently filed among its records. They cannot
'be returned to the student, but certified copies will be issued if
,needed.
" : Academic units shall be defined as English (composition and
literature), foreign language, mathematics, social studies and na-
tural science.
,Elective units may be taken from the academic subjects named
as well as from vocational and other subjects commonly given in
high schools~with the following exceptions:
(8.) Spelling, penmanship, reviews, project work in
c~mjunction with regular courses, and work which is pri-
marily of the nature of extracurricular activities.
(b) Less than Olleunit in foreign language, shorthand,
typing or' bookkeeping.
, (c) I:ess .tharione-ha1f unit in any subject.
'(d)"More' than'oile unit in physical education or
R.O.T.C."" ',."
Requir~lIlents ,'for' admission to the j ~nioiCollegeare listed be-
low. Students planning to atterid Senior College/!-ftercompleting
work in the Junior College must present evidence of baving had the
,high school courl!es listed under the title of ,the proposed Senior
College course. (For provisions for making up high school de-
ficiencies, see page 28.)
SUMMARY OF HIGH SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS
I. For Basic Lower Divislon College Curricula
, ,
MINIMUMREQUIREMENTS:
English .. "--'"
Elementary Algebra __ . .__.
Plane Geometry . __.__ ----
Social Studies .. .. __
NatUl'al S~i(mce : . __
Other Academic ... .__ .__.
"
Total Academic ..__.. .__.__.....__.
Electives' 00 ••••••••••••• -- --.-- •• ----
Total Units
~ year Senior.
.H~gh High
SchOols Schools
UNITS UNITS
3 2
1 1 *
1 1
2 1
~ 1
2, 3-4
11 9
4 3-2
15 12
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LETTERSANDSCIENCE,LAW,ANDBuSINE~S: "
Minimumspedfied requirements as listed a~()veincluding
two UIiits* of foreign language. f '
, ,
ENGINEERING:'l'
Minimum requirements and " ,
Advanced Algebra lh unitt
Solid Geometry , lh unit
Physics to satisfy one of the units in Natural Science.
EDUCATION:' "
One unit of high school mathematics (general, business
or advanced arithmetic) and one unit of natural science will
meet the 'requirexnents' in these fields. An additional unit of
English (appJied English, if desired) is required of this
group.
r.
. '
II. For Semi-Profe8sional Currieula
For students' Il<>f ~lanning to'qualIfy for an Associate of Arts
title, but w~ose interi;tioilitis to complete 96 hours in one of the
SeIni-ProfessionaLcurricul~, or in an undesignated field, the re-
quirement for entrance is graduation from high school with 15
accepta~le units.Theon1Y')~x~eption applies to students enroll-
ing for the lta4io~ourse for.college ~redit, for which algebra and
plane geometry are required as prer'equisites.
. "'__ '.. '.:' r. -'.
* One'unltmay be eat'nedln junior high School. In which case, however, the
unit shall not count as' one of the, tilne academic units required from the senior
high school.:, " , '; , ,
t No student may enroll In Math. 11 without this prerequisite unless he passes
a qualifying examination', In algebra. to, be given during the second week of the
term.
ADMISSION AS SPECIAL STUDENTS,
Persons over twentY-OI~eyears of age who are unable to meet
requirements for regular students and desire to take special studies
may be admitted as special students upon presentation of satisfac-
tory evidence that they are qualified to enter upon the work. Save
in very exceptional cases, students will not be admitted directly 'from
the secondary schools to the status of special students. In such
cases, the principal of the last high school attended will be con-
sulted. All persons who have not completed secondary school are
urged to do so befqre applying for admission to the Junior College.
''. ",'f Graduates of accredited high schools are not admitted as special
students, but are expected to qualify for regular undergraduate
standin~ iIi accordance with the general rules., ' ,
'.,;C 4- special student is not eligible to become a candidate for grad-
uatic?D,unt~l entrance requirements are satisfactorily met. ,
i
j
,I
I
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ADMISSION FROM OTHER COLLEGES
'StudentsenteringfroD1 other colleges must present officialtran-
scripts (mailed direct to the Registrar), and such work will be eval-
uated in the, same manner as at the University of Idaho. Students
entering fr~m other institutions must comply with the same regula-
tionsas to their former scholarship as are applied to students previ-
ously enrolled in the Junior College.
LATE REGISTRATION-A'studenl who enters more than three
weeks ,late may not engage in extracurricular activities umess he
has been in attendance at some other college that term, or has at-
tained an average of at least 1.25 quality points, if previously en-
rolled at Boise Junior College.
PART-TIMESTuDENTs-A part-time student is a student who
has registered for ten hours of work or less. A part-time student is
barred from all major extracurricular activities.
A.DMISSION WITH DEFICIENCY IN
GROIIP REQUIR~MENTS
Students who qualify for admission to the Junior College but
who fail to meet specific group requirements may be admitted with
deficiencies and take courses for which they are prepared. All such
deficiencies must be removed before graduation with al)-Associate of
Arts title. Students entering with deficiencies will make up the de-
ficiencies with college courses without college credit or by taking
work in a secondary school while taking part-time work at the
Junior College. College' courses cannot be substituted for high
school algebra and geometry. When college courses are taken to
make up deficiencies, the time spent in such c1ttssesshall count twice
as much toward making up such deficiencies as does an equal amount
of time spent in high school.
REGULATIONS
PROBATION AND DISMISSAL
Any student who, during his career at the Junior College, fails
to receive a passing grade in at least ten credit hours (if he is a full-
time student), or who fails to pass in at least two-thirds of his work
(if he is a part-time student) shall be placed on probation for the
enshing term.
Students dropping to the status of probation may not take part
in extracurricular activities or hold office.~'
A student on pfobatio~ may not register for more than twelve
hours' without the perDlissionof the Presi~erit. A student on proba-
tion, except an entering freshman, may not participate in extra-
:t.
'i . . ~~
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curricular activities during a probationary term uD1Js~"heattains an
average of C duriJOlgthe fi.r~tsix weeks of that per~qd;in \Vhichcase
he will be allowed to partICIpate for the rest of the.tet~;, After two
successive terms of probation, a student shall he subject to dismissal
from the College. At the discretion of the President, ;he may be
dismissed at the end of the first term of probation if he-is failing in
more'than 50 per cent of his work.",
. I .....
A student whose character and conduct are generally unsatis-
factory may be dismissed from the College.. The President reserves
the right to handle special cases needing discipline. '
I
SPECIALNoTE.-Students from accredited secondary schools
who have completed the required number of units, but have. not
graduated, may be admitted subject to the same grade regulations
as graduates. (See scholarship requirements below.)
SCHOLARSHIPR.EQuIREMENTs.-Studentswho qualify for admis-
sion, but who rank in the lowest one-fourth of their graduating class
or who fail to present recommending grades in at least two-thirds of
the required units, will be admitted only on probation. Recommend-
ing grades are those which are at least one "step" (letter or other
symbol) above the lowest passing grade in a system using four pass-
ing grades. In a purely decimal system, recommending grades are
those which are at least 10 points above the lowest passing grade.
Students on probation shalLt~k~ minimum loads a~d are espe-
cially urged not to take part in outside time-consuming activities.
Students placed upon probation during the second term shall take
a lighter load than formerly and shall try other courses as a means
of determining their interests. " ,
. ..
. Students entering upon probation because of unsatisfactory high
school record may take part in extracurricular activities during the
first term of their attendance at the Junior College. However, if
such probation is extended, the student may not then take part in
any extracurricular activities of the College until he is removed
from probation. .
GRADING SYSTEM
(90-100) Distinguished work-Three quality points per
hour.
Bo.' (80-89) Superior work-Two quality points per hour.
e; "l70-79) Average work-One quality' point per hour.
. ~o~;':(60-69) Passing work-No quality ~oints per hour.
• t>'':'.~"Ii;...;Fallure..,....,.Noquality points per hour.
.'.
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I
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Inc. Incomplete may be given only in cases wher~ work has been
sati,sfactory up to the last three weeks of the term. Work
not made up within six weeks after the beginning of"the
student's next term in college automatically becomes a fail- .
ure, unless special extension of time is granted by the
faculty. .
'W. Withdrawal by permission while doing passing work.
'.
WITHDRAWAL
A student may officiallywithdraw from College only by securing
a withdrawal permit from the Registrar, and having it signed by the
same. He may withdraw from individual courses by having the per-
mit endorsed by his consultant and signed by the Registrar, with
whom it is filed. If a student withdraws before the end of the first
four weeks of the term, his grade shall be a 'V. After that time a
grade of W shall be given if he is doing passing work at the time
of withdrawal;' if not, a grade of F shall be given. Withdrawal
from individual courses'later than the end of the ninth week of the
term is' not possible. A student who discontinues a course without
an officialwithdrawal shall receive a grade of F.
MAXIMUM LOAD
No student shall be allowed to enroll for more than 17 hours
without special permission, or unless more hours are specified in his
curriculum. '
GRADUATION
Associate of Arts
Boise Junior College confers the title of Associate of Arts upon
students completing 96 quarter hours with a grade point average of
C in one of the following curricula:
*Universlty Lower Division
Art
Junior College A.B.
Junior College B.S.
.Business
Education
Engineering
Home Economics
Music' .
Pre-medical and Pre-nursing
tGeneral (Completion of this curriculum does not necessar-
ily meet upper division requirements in any specific field
in'case of transfer to another college or university).
26 GRADUATION
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Diploma <
A diploma is granted to any student completing 96 quarter hours
,of work for which the' Junior College gives credit. This must in-
clude six hours of physical education. Semi-professional courses
meet the requirements for a diploma. An average' grade of C is
required. '
* See page 28, the paragraph headed Lower Division University Curricula.
t Requirements in this curriculum are: 9 hours of ,English, 9 hOurs of social
studies. 6 hours of physical education, and one year's work in each of three
of the foIlowing groups: (1) foreign lan'guage and English; (2) mathematics
and science;, (8) sOcial studies; (4) business and home economics; (5) finearts. ' ' ,
. PART III
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Winter Spring
Term Term
\~,II
i 1
\ I.
/
i
Winter Spring
Term Term
3 3
4 4
2 2
2 2
2 or 3 2 or 3
(2)
1 1
16 or 17 16 or 17 15.or 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall
Term
CURRICULA
:BoiseJunior College offers two types of curricula i"
1. Lower Division University Curricula '
2. Semi-Professional Curricula
3. Two Year Liberal Arts
LOWER DIVISION UNIVERSITY CURRICUL.<\D,
The Lower Division Uiliversity Curricula are design~d for stu-
dents who desire later to be transferred with Junior standing to the
University of Idaho, or similar institutions of equivalent grade. It
should be clearly understood by the student that all such institutions
have their own entrance requirements, and any students interested
in such prospective transfer should consult the latest catalogues of
those colleges. The curricula set forth below under various headings
are ordinarily sufficient to satisfy requirements of other colleges and
universities.
ART CURRICULUM
, This curriculum is designed for students who wish to major in
either Commercial or Fine Art. It is outlined to give the student
those subjects required generally' by four-year colleges or profes-
sional schools for advanced art study.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall
Term
English Composition \;-:............................ 3
Foreign Language .'.-e::': ;......... 4
Art Appreciation .k:.".'............................ 2''''
D~sign.and ColorQ.ompositioD; or :''-
r.ers.peetive,.Letteri~g, and Poster ; >.~;.,'
,Elementary Drawing and Painting ~,:.., 2 or 3
t \ Health Education l2.)
\C. Physical Education __ 1
~.
,',
'.psyc.Qology __ ,. 3
Social Sc~~n~eor !!!.~tory':' ~ __ 3
Ar~.Electives ~:..:........................... 6
Electives __ __ __ 4
. Physical.Education 1
. , ""\:,, ..,' ,
-'v, ~',
17
8
3
6
4
1
17
3
3
6
4
1
17
.i
,"
.'
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JUNIOR COlLEGE A.B. CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR .
" Fall Winter
I';",,!" , Term Term
, }'~.:tEnglishComposition 8 .8
. ,!~Social 'Studies L............ 8 8
,"~<Foreign Language t-::.............................. 4. 4.
/. ..~;:(.Laboratory Science or Mathematics 4. . 4.
.' Physical Education _. 1 1
, ":Health Education _ _.__ 2 2
Spring
,Term
8
8
4.
4
.1
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall
Term
"""Survey of English Literature~~.............. 8
*Social" St:udies :, _ __ ,._... s
, Foreign Language ~:~L.._ _................. 4.
Arts ., _ _............. 2!
Physical Education .._ _........ 1
Electives _._ ~......... S
17 )5
Winter Sp;irig ,
Term Term
3 3
8 3
4. 4.
2 21-
1 1
8 3
16 16
JUNIOR COLLECE B.S. CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR
. Fall Winter
Term Term
16
Spring
Term
English Composition -.- .
French or German .
Mathematics - .- .
Laboratory Science __ _ .
Physical Education -.:.............•............
Health Education ..- .
3
4.
4. or 5
4. or 5
1
2
3
4.
4. or 5
4. or 5
1
2
3
4.
4. or 5
4. or 5
1
18 or 19 18 or 19 16or 17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall Winter Spring (.
Term Term Term
Survey of English Literature ._.............. 8 3 3
*Social Studies _ _..__._.......... S 3 8
French or German .._ _ _ _ ._..... 4 4 4
Laboratory S~ience or Mathematics 4 4 4.
Second Laboraiory Science t ~':. 4 or 5 4 or 5 4 or 5
Physical Ed1ic~tion ...,............................ 1 1 1
19or 20' 19 or 20 19or 20'
t For a major In Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, or Psychology,
Physics Is required In sophomore year.
* History, Political Science, Sociology, Psychology, Philosophy, Economics.--' ._~..,... . -'
so
A. General Bnsiness
BOISE JUNIOR COLLEGE
BUSINESS CURRICUI,.A j" ..
'.
,.'
. ,
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall
Term
English Composition 3
Business Mathematics 3
Introduction to Business .
History or Political Science.................... 3
Botany, Chemistry, Physics, Zoology
or Mathematics 4
Physical Education 1
Health Education ,.......................... 2
Elective 1
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall
Term
Principles of Accounting 3
Principles of Economics 3
Modern Literature or Survey of
English Literature 3
C':>Social Studies 8
Physical Education I
Electives 8.
16 .
B. Secretarial Science
FRESHMAN Y E~R
~ Fall
Term
Beginning Shorthand 4
Beginning Typing 1
English Composition 3
History or Political Science :..... 3
Botany, Chemistry, Physics, Zoology,
, or Mathematics 4
Physical Education' 1
Health .Ed~cation 2
18
Winter Spring
Term Term
3 3
8.../ 3-/
3 3
4 4~~
1 1
2
1 3
17 17
Winter Spring
Term Term
3 8
3' 3
3 3'
8 8
1 1
8 3 ".....
16 16
Winter Spring
Term Term
4 4
1 1
3 3
3 3
4 4
1 1
2
18 16
17 17
Spring
Term
8
2
3
2
1
1
2
8
17
Spring
Term
3
3 \'3
2
2
3
16
81
Winter Spring
Term . Term
4 4 ,..•.
1 1
8 8
8 8
8 8
1 1
1 1
16 16
Winter
Term
3
2
2
3
8
18
2
2
8
8
1
1
",;
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall
Term
Survey of English Literature ..............3
Educational Psychology........................ 2
*Educa.tion, Elementary Reviews 2
*Elementary Methods 3
*Observation and Practice Teaching.... 8
Idaho S<:ho,olLaw, Civics, etc .
Public School Music Methods 2
History of 'Idaho and Pacific Northwest
Public School-Art 2
Elective .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall
,,' ,.: •. "J. :,' . Term
:Iniermediate Dictation ..........................4
,i\iiva~ced.Typing ~........................... 1
>principles of Economics 8
,.ModernLiterature or Survey of
"'English Literature .
Social Studies .
Physical Education : .
Elective ' .
CURRICULA
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EDUCATION CURRICULUM
.•• For Elementary School Teachers
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall Winter
Term Term
English Composition 8 3
Education: Philosophy; Educational
Trends; Schoolroom Management.. 2 2
General Psychology.............................. 8 3
Introduction to Philosophy , 3 3
History of the Americas :....................... 3 3
Public School Art .
Physical Education and Hygiene 3 3
Fundamentals of Music •....................... 1 1
Fundamentals of Speech .
Elective .
* These are companion'courses and must be taken ,together from the beginning
of the .schoolyear.
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The student completing the above curriculum will have md all
requirements for a State Elementary Certificate as, outlined in
"Certification of Teacher's' 1941." The State Board ,of Education
in Idaho has sole jurisdiction over teachers' certificates. All in-
quiries should be addressed to the Certification Clerk~ State Board
of Education, Boise, Idaho.
Students from other schools must take at least 'one ,year of
teacher training before they can be recommended for certification.
NOTE-Students who wish to spend more than two years in pre-
paration for teaching may enrich their curriculum by' judicious
selection of courses in the field of art, music, English, social science,
foreign languages, home economics, commerce, science, etc.
NOTE-uD" Grades disqualify candidates for elementary school
teaching. Because of the high requirements of the profes~ion of
teaching, it is not ,desirable that the ,Boise J,unior College recom-
mend for certification any student with a grade "D" in any of the
required courses as set forth above. It is recommended that courses
in which the grade of "D" has been received be repeated for higher
standing. An average of "B" is recommended as highly desirable
in all of the required subjects.
ENGINEERING CURRICULUM
COMMONFRESHMANYEAR'
Fall ' Winter Spring
Term Term Term
English Composition ,..................... 3 3 3
Freshman Mathemlltics (Engineering) 5 5, 5
General Chemistry................................ 5 5 5
Engineering DrawiDg 4 3 3
Engineering Lectures ,..... 0
Engineering Problems 1 1
Physical Education 1 1 1
Health Education 2 2
20 20 18
CHEMICALENGINEERING(SOPHOMORE)
Fall Winter Spring
Term Term Term
'. Calculus 4
Elementary German 4
, Introductory AnalytiCal and Theoretical
,Cl).eIilistry :,..., ,............................4
Engineering Physics 7....................... 5
Physical Education ..•..~.......................... 1
Mechanics (St,atics) .
18
4
4
4
5
1
3
21
4
4
4
5
1
18
1
1
,. .,~,
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4
5
I
8
18
4
5
1
3
S
16
Spring. Term
.•.•..•.. ;.
:4'
. 5
I
8
4
17
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Boise Junior College offers the courses required for the sopho~
more year in Chemical and Civil Engineering, and a number of the
courses required in the sophomore year in Electrical, Agricultural,
Mining, and Mechanical Engineering, as given at four year Col~
leges and Universities.
HOME ECONOMICS CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR
fall Winter Spring
Term Term Term
General Chemistry................................ 4
English Composition 3
Introduction to Home Economics 3
Marr~age and the Family .
Clothing j Selection, Purc.hase & Care 3
Art Structure in Design and Color........ 2
Physical Education 1
Health Education :........ 2
18
4
3
3
3
2
1
2
18
4
3
3
3
2
1
16
SOPHOMORE YEAR. ,
Fall
Term
*Organic Chemistry c....................... 3
Zoology " ~ ;c .••......•.....••.•.•..•..•• " \ 4
Foods and Nuti-i~io~ 3
The Home and Its Problems.................. 3
Social Studies :.., ~ ~................... 3
Physical Education .., :............... 1
Electives ;'''''''' ..: " _
17
Winter Spring
Term Term
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3"
1 1
3 3
16 16
* Required for Food .and Nutrition. optional for General Home Economics.
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MUSIC CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall
, Term
English Composition __.... _._... __.... __.__.... 3
French or German .... . .._.._._.._ 4
~usic Theory Courses ..... ..__. 5
Applied. Music .._.. . ._.__.._. ._._. 2 or 4
Physical Education .__.__._.._ ._________1
He.alth Education .._.._.... . . ._..... 2
Winter
Term
3
4
5
2 or 4
1 .
2
Spring
Term
3
4
5
2 or 4
1
Winter
Term
17or19150r1717or19
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall
Term
French or German . ._._ _... 4
Music Theory Courses .;,. ..__ __ __.. 5
Applied Music __. . __._..... 2 or 4
Physical Education .... __._..__. . ._ 1
Electives . .__.... __., .._. . . 4 or 3
4
5
2 or 4
1
4 or 3
Spring
Term
4
5
2 or 4
1
4 or 3
16 or 17 16 or 17 16 or 17
PRE.LA W CURRICULUM ,
Same as the Junior College A.B. Curriculu~.
3
4
4
4
1
2
Winter
Term
PRE-MEDIC AND PRE~NURSING CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall
~ Term
English- Composition .__._. . .._ __.. 3
. ~Gener81 Chemist1'¥- __ __ 4
(German or French .. __ 4
~=----------:-------.--------.-.-----.-.---- .... 4
Physical Education .__._. .__._.. . . 1
Health Education .__. . . .____________2
Spring
Term
3
4
4
4
1
4
3
1
1
' . ..J:;
18
SOPHOMORE YEAR
J Fall
~\ ., Term
-P~~sli#J..an ;Mat~ematics .__.. ... ..._... 4
rritr!?~~ct~ry' A~alytical and Theoretical
" .. C~~lDlstry _ _ ._ __._..__._.. 4
Compara~ive 'Anatomy _
Gerniiirl or.Frerich .. .. . .
Psychology' ... ----:-------._..__.__.__ __ _._.....
~hysi.cal ~~.ucation ..... _. ._ __ .__:.
~..l~c,~lve ,...•_:~._._... ,__.__._;. .. ..__ _. .
17
18 16
Winter Spring
.Term Term
4 4
3 3
4 4
3 3
1 1
2 2
17 17
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A. General Business
r
I
I
[,
SEMI.PROFESSIONAL CURRICULA
The Semi-Professional Curricula are designed for !lt~dents.woo
do not intend to continue formal collegiate instruction beyond the
Junior College. They prepare the student for entrance into c()m-
.merciallife in a minimum of time. It should be thoroughly under-
. stood that, while most of the courses offered in these curricula. are
accepted as lower division transfer credits, because of thesenii-
professional nature of some of them, credit indicated is applicable
only toward graduation from the Junior College. ' i
BUSINESS CURRICULA .. ,
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall " Winter Spring
Term Term Term
Principles of Accounting 3 3 3
Business Mathematics ..: ,-....... 3
Introduction to Business 3 3
Principles of Economics 3 3 3
English Composition 3 3 3
Health Education .._.~ __.._. 2 2
Physical Education 1 1 1
,Electives (Recommended: Typing,
Commercial Art) 1 or 2 1 or 2 3
16 or 17 16 or 17 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall Winter Spring.
Term Term Term
Advanced Accounting 3 3 3
Marketing 3 3
Retail Merchandising 4
General Psychology ,..... 3
Elements of Statistics 3
Principles of Salesmanship ,...... 3
Principles of Advertising ......•..........:..'.. 3
Business Writing 3 3
Physical Education 1 1 1
Electives (Recommended:
Mathematics, OfficeMachines,
Personnel Management) 3 or 4 4 2
16 or 17 17 16
B. Secretarial Science
. FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall
Term
Beg~DD~g Sho~thand 4
BegIDDIng TypIng ,.. ' 1
English Composition :........................ 3
Business Mathematics 3
Hygiene 2
Physical Education 1
Electives (Recommended: Introduc-
tion to Business, Mathematics, Eco-
nomics, Commercial Art) 3
86
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall
Term
Intermediate Dictation 4
Advanced Typing 1
Office Machines ,...................... 2
Office Practice 3
Office Technique and Management .
Secretarial Science .
General Psychology ,........... 3
Principles of Salesmanship _........... 3
Principles of Advertising .
Business Writing .
Physical Education 1
Electives .
17
.r, ,
.•.....1..'
;)1
'.r
';,:.:
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THE OUTLOOK FOR STUDENTS OF BOISE JUNIOR COLLEGE
WHO TAKE VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN FORESTRY
Purpose
This course is not desi~ed to make graduate foresters or tech-
nicians of students who take and complete it. Rather it is hoped to
give the young citizens of Idaho an opportunity to fit themselves for
a place in the management of resources in this and.adjoining states.
It is the plan and desire to give to the students in this two-year
course sufficiency of the fundamentals and actual training in the care
and management of our nat~ral resources so that they may. take a
.,
87
5
4
1
1
1
.•" ..,., <,.
18
16
Spring
Term
3
1
2
5
4
1
18
'4
. 4.
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17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall
Term
General Zoology ._ _ _ __ _ 4
Geology ._ ~ .
Fish and Game _ _ _ _ .
Plane Surveying .._ _ _._ _.. 3
Plant Ecology .. __.._.._._. .._...... 5
Range Management ._ _ : .
Forest Nursery Practice 3
Agronomy _ __ .
Protection-Insects, Diseases _.__
Technical and Monthly Reports _..._ 1
Seminar ._ _ _ _ ._ __..
Physical Education .._.__.._._.___ _... 1
18 18
FORESTRY CURRICULU~
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall "WiDter .
. .Term .. Term
General Botany...................................... 4
..Sys~mat~c Botany , .
.EnglDeerlDgDrawlDg 4
Freshman Mathematics : .
English ~ : __..
Dendrology _,.................................... 3
Silviculture ._ "'_" .
Mensuration _ , _ .
General Forestry _....... 4
Recreation : _._ _ .
Protection-Fire .._ _ _ _ _ : .
Physicfll Education _ _._._._._._ _.... 1
Hygiene (Emphasis on First Aid) 2
,.
.~.
I
J
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place in the various organizations, both"Federal and State that are
, organized or being organized to manage ,these resources. '
Possibilities of Employment
U. S. FOREST SERVICE:
, . '
The eight National Forests in southern Idaho employ, besides
the regular year-long organization, from 200 to 300 short-term men.
These employees are used as lookouts, fire patrolmen and dispatch-
ers, trail and telephone foremen, range riders, etc. The Forest Ser-
vice is planning to make the period of employment at least eight
months out of each year. Salaries range from $90 to $150 Ii month,
according to responsibilities and length of service. Unde!:'a recent
ruling, these positions must be filled from residents in or adjacent to
the Nationa1,Forests. This gives the local student an advantage.
All the above positions have recently been placed under Civil Ser-
vice, and examinations based on field experience and schooling will
be given to build up a list of eligibles from which to make future
appointments. Students who complete this two-year course may be
able to pass the examinations which will be given from time to time
as additional men are needed or vacancies are to be filled.
GRAZING SERVICE:
The Grazing Service has taken over 'control of the public domain
in the state outside the National Forests, and has started to build
an organiz'ation to supervise and control its use. The work will be
very similar to that on National Forests with probably more range
than timber management, since the area has a larger percentage of
range than forested lands. Their junior graz,ing aids are chosen
from Civil Service rolls and start at a salary of $1540 per annum.
They estimate when their organization is complete they will have
15 or 20 of these officersiI).southern Idaho.
SOUTHERN IDAHO TIMBER PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION:
This organizatio~ uses from 15 to 20 men from fQur to si,x
inonths each year, and is willing to consider students of this Voca-
tional Forestry course to fill vacancies.
STATE GAME DEPARTMENT: '
" ,The new state ~ame law provides that all field employees shall
be placed under state civil service. It is planned to include enough
game m~nagement in this course to make students eligible to take
the~e state examinations.
PRIVATE ,tNDUSTRV:
, Ninety per ,centof the area 'of Idaho is wild land that can not be
"cultivated;' One-half of'this area is used by livestock for grazing all
or part of the year. Approximately 60 per cent of this wild land' is
in Federa~ ownership and being managed by either the Forest Ser-
SEMI-PROFESSIONAL' CURRICULA 39
viceot Grazing Service. These ag~hcies ar~trying t~ teach the
livestock owners range management in orderto ,preserve the ranges,
and it is believed that own~rs will be willing to give first considera-
tion to local trained men when they have employ~entto offer. .
Winter Spring
Term Term
3 3
4 4
4 4 , .\
4 4
1 1 L"""'1
~~.
16 16
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 'CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall
Term
English Composition _._ _...... 3
General Chemistry _.................... 4
*Elective 4
Zoology -._............................... 4
Physical Education , _............. 1
16
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
There is a definite demand for competent and well tra'iried ~edi.
cal technologists in physicians' offices, clinics, h~sp"itals~,me;li~al
schools, and research laboratories. Chemical tests And analys,esgive
information regarding the condition of patients, and' are of the
greatest importance both in diagnosis and treatme~t.. " ' . !;
The techniques involved in these skills are based upon a,thoro\igh
training in chemistry, zoology, bacteriology, and in laboratorymeth-
ods. Boise Junior College offers these courses in a curriculum
which involves two years of college work and one year of. clinical
experience in the health laboratory and in a hospital. Up'on the
" i ,. successful completion of the college course the. student will receive
a diploma; in addition, the year's clirtical experience will entitle him
to a certificate of completion from the college.
The clinical training course "involvesa twelve-month period. All
students interested should consult the faculty adviser in this curri-
culum. The number in the course. will be limited according to the
discretion of the adviser.
The following curriculum will be required of all applicants for
admissio~ to the training courses:
* French, German, Mathematics, or Botany.
, ,
" . '..
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SOPHOMORE 'y~AR
. " Fall
. Term
General Bacteriology :. 4
Immunology and Pathology .
Comparative Anatomy ...............•.,.~ .
*Electives :.:......... 4
Quantitative Chemistry :,.,..:.~...... 5
O~ganic .Chemistry : :..: c .
BIochemIstry .
Histology : : .
Physical Education ,.:..:............. . 1
Health Education ~ , c,......... 2
Parasitology ; , .
16
* Physics. Psychology, Sociology.
THIRD YEAR
(Laboratory Technique Training)
TWELVE MONTHS
Four Months _ City Health Unit
Four Months c.: .•.. State Laboratory
Four Months "....................... Hospital
-./1
I
I
Winter Spring
Term Term
4 4
5 5
5 5
8 8
17 17
Winter Spring
Term Term
4 4
5 5
1 1
6 6
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fall
Term
Calculus 4
;Radi.oorMachine Shop 5
'physical Education 1
Ele~tives "'" 6
RADIO OR MACHINE SHOP CURRICULUM
FRESHMAN YEAR
Fall
Term
General Physics 4
Freshman Engineering Mathematics.... 5
Radio or Machine Shop 5
Elective :.......................................... 8-t) -
'.
.Recommended electives:
tory,. Speech,:Literature.
16 16 16
Engineering Drawing, Modern His-
<!, .
I
i
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62 General Soils 4 ~redits Winter term
An elementa~y courSe.dealing with the origin, mechanical analysis,
structure, orgamc matter, moisture and soil air, of soils and their rela-
tionships arid influences on cultural practices. Four lectures a week.
Field trips to be arranged.
ART
1-2-3 Art Appreciation 2 credits Each term
A study of artistic expression in the fields of sculpture, painting
and architecture, and. the minor arts froiD the earliest times to the
present. The secon~lterm begins with the Italian Renaissance. The
spring term is devoted'mainly to Modern Art and contemporary trends
in America and Europe. The course is completely illustrated with
lantern slides, prints and reproductions. Two lectures per week.
11-12-13" Art Structure in Design a~d Color 2 credits Each term/ . . .
" Purely creative dark-light design carefully planned to give the
student an understanding'of the structural organization underlying
drawing, painting, sculpture, commercial and industrial art, and in-
terior decoration. Correlating the design activities, a scientific and
esthetic study of the relationships, order, and movements in prismatic
and modified color is made; Three hours of studio per week, two of
which must be arranged ,fot-Friday m~rnhlg.
21 . Perspectiv~ '. .. _'_' 2 credits, _ Fall term
A. study of perspective .f6r 'the student of commerciai 'art, ~l1ustra-~-----
tion or architecture. Pen and ink and wash drawing will be intro-
duced in this course. Six hours studio pf,lrweek.
22 - Lettering and Sho.;vc~~d, I, 2 dedits Winter term .,..-./
Comprising' a .study' of lettering technique and v'arious alphabets.
Modern styles 0'£ letters ",ill be emphasized along with spacing and
lay-out for show cards. Six hours studio per week.
23 Poster2 credits Spring term .-/
Prohlems .in poster display involving' lettering and simple il1ustra~
tion,' A study of color will be made in relation to poster and display
based on the psychology of advertising. Prerequisites: 21 and 22. Six
hours studio per week. )
32 Interior Dee~ration 2 credits Winter term
Application of art principles to interiors. Special consideration of
those principles to, hOmes. Creative and original treatments.of practi-
~al inl>eriorproblems are emphasized. Two lectures per week.
3i-33 Publie Sehool Art 2 credits Fillland spring terms
For students expecting to teach in the elementary schools. This
", course is especially designed to help prospective' teachers construct
outlines of courses for creative art activities in the elementary grades.
Progressive methods and materials conducive to free and spontaneous
expression are streSsed. Fall quarter-Two laboratory periods per
L\week. Sprmg quarter-Two lecture periods per week.
4112-43 Elementary Drawing and Painting 2 or 8 credits Each term
), ,.Dta'wing from still life, cast and nature in charcoal, water color'
and oil. Fundamentals of pictorial composition are stressed. Six or
nine hours..studio per week.
. .
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61~2-63 Advanced Commercial Art ' ' 2 credits , Each term
This. course i~,:olves special assignments in v~~ious techniques em-
ployed In advertising .and commercial art; problems ,in,layout,'typog- #.
raphy, and rep;roduction processes will be eIl\phasized, Prerequisite:
21-22-23. Advls~ble t~ have had design and co~or com}ll?sitionand
elementary draWing. SIXhours of studio pe'r week~', '
71-73 Landscape Painting 1 credit Fall and'~pring terms
The class meets out-of-doors and draws or p~inisdirecffrom na-
ture. It is planned for beginners and advanced students:."-:Workmay
be done in any medium the student is capable of handling. The dass
meets for a, three-hour period once each week. ' ' , •
-"' ....
81-82-83 Advanced Painting and Pictorial Composition', .,',
2 or 3 credits ~ach term
This course includes painting in oil, water color and. pastel of s'uch
subject matter as still life, figure and portrait. Emphasis'j~,placed
upon Space-Form interpretation, and its relation to the principles of
composition. Prerequisite: Art 41-42-48 or its equivalent. Sjx or"nine
hours studio per week. '
BACTERIOLOGY
51-52-53 General Bacteriology 4 credits Each term
A general survey of the field of bacteriology, designed for stuc
dents in the general science courses and as a foundation for advanced
work in the subject. Two lectures "and two three~hour laboratory
periods a week.' Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2-3. Chemistry 71 is recom-
mended.
BOTANY
1-2.3 General Botany 4 credits, Each term
A laboratory and lecture course on the structures of leaves, stems
and' roots; relation of plants to their environment; identification of
some common weeds and trees. Reproduction and heredity in plants,
bacteria and fungi in relation to human welfare; survey of the great
groups of plants. Three lectures, and two two-hour laboratory periods
per week.
12.13 Systematic Botany 4 credits Winter and spring terms
A laboratory, fi~ld and lecture course. Emphasizes plants of im-
portance in forestry and range management. The various systems of
classification, the use of keys and manuals will be studied. 'Prerequi-
sites: Botany 1. Two lectures and two two-hour laboratory periods
per week.
23 Local Flora 8 credits ,Spring te;~'
The aim of the course is to become familiar with the ferns and seed
plants 6f Idaho. Field characteristics and identification in the.fl.eldwill
be emphasized as well as the use of keys and manuals. ,One lecture,
Saturday and afternoon field trips. Prerequisite: Botally 1-2.
51 Plant Ecology II credits Fall ter~
An analysis of habitat factors as they infiuence plant growth arid
distribution. "Plant successions, plant competition, and methods of
studying and mapping vegetation will be emphasized. Prerequisite:
Bot. 1. Five lectures a week. Field trips to be arranged.
''\t~; I, ,
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
General Business
•• 1 Business Mathematics 8 credits' '" Fall term
Comprehensive review and drill in fundamentals of arithmetic and
concrete r,elation to business usage. Decimals, fractions,' percer:tage,
interest, discount, etc. Practical problems in billing, figuring profits,
markups, markdowns, trade discounts, cost and taxes. Interpretation
of graphs and statistics; promissory notes; installment buying; securi-
ties; annuities; amortization. Required for business majors.
• 2.3 Introduction to Business 8 credits Winter and spring terms
A survey course designed to acquaint the student with the various
phases of business. Emphasis is, placed on methods and problems of
launching an enterprise, managerial control, labor relations, pricing,
financing and marketing. , ' "
Governmental relationships ,with business are studied. Lectures,
class discussion and field trips.
11.12.13 Principles of Accounting 3 credits Each'term
An introduction to the science of accounting. A survey of book-
keeping fundamentals, the uses of various accounting records, and the
construction and interpretation of financial statements. Theory and
mechanism of modern accounting and account interpretation. A previ-
ous study of bookkeeping is not 'necessary, but advisable. 'One lecture
and two two-hour laboratory periods per week.
51 Cost A,ccounting , 3 credits Fall term
Fundamentals and principles of accounting applied to cost account-
ing. Job cost, process cost, standard cost systems, and miscellaneous
cost factors, such as government contracts are studied. One lecture
and two two-hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite:: Bus.
11-12-13 or two years of high school bookkeeping.
52 Federal Tax Course 3 credits Winter term
A study of federal tax laws' pertaining to the individual and to
corporations; the accounting records ne~essary and the relationship of
accounting to the federal tax laws. Two lectures and one laboratory
period it week. ,Prerequisite: Bus. 11-12-13 or two years of high school
bookkeeping.
53 Auditing 3 credits Spring term
A study of the verification, analysis and interpretation of account-
ing, records. One lecture and two two-hour laboratory periods a
week. Prerequisite: Bus. 11-12-13 or two years of high school book-
keeping.
'61.62 ,Marketing 8.credits Fall and winte,r terms
,~ ;, 'Description and analysis of the marketing processes; study of co-
.\ operatives, wholesalers and retailers. Methods, policies and problems
involved in marketing, with an evaluation of marketing institutions and
. .middlemen according to the function's they perform. Lectures, class
- ", discussion,and field trips.
63 BettiU Merebandising 4J credits Spring term
,- . ,Types of retail stores; problems of store location, buying, merchan-
, dilling, orgimization and management. Problems of retail store opera-
tion:' ,.'salesmanship,,advertising, display, personnel administration,
methods of, control, etc. Lectures, class discussion and field trips.
Prerequisite': B;A. 2-3 or B.A. 61-62.
".-' I'"~
COURSES 4,5
" 1J ",principles of Salesmanship a credits,.' .Fall term
-: ' '.i\. comprehens~ve~resentation of the principles af~oderri selling,
pre~~ced by' a brIef hls~ary of salesmanship and a justificatian' .of its
posItion .of Importance In present day distribuvon. The psychological
aspects of selling are fully treated. Selling presented as both an art
and a science. Time is devoted in class to the actual selling of various'
articles by the students, a practical applicatian of tile principles
taught. c.,.,
~', .',; ,'., ';c"\
• 72 Principles of Advertising 3 credits Winter terni
History, objectives and policies of advertising; a study .of media,'
regulation of advertising; coordination of advertising' with 'other •mer-
chandising factors. A psychological study .of the fundamental and
social instincts of the human individual and their relation ta thecrea-
tion of effective advertising. The. art department will conduct a .part
.of this course and will feature prablems in cala,r, practical assignments
in layout and typagraphy; discussions .on the vari.ous methads afre- :.
praduction, line cuts, half-tanes, and colar processes.
if,:
•
73 Elements of Statistics a credits Spring term
Principles and practical application .of statistical methads; visua]
charts .of various types; simple averages, central tendencies, cOrrela-
tian. etc.; canstructian and interpretatian .of statistical indices, graphs
and charts.
Useful in ecanamics and all sacial and natural sciences. Prerequi-
site: B.A. 1 .orMath. 1.
74 Intr.oduction,to P~rs.onnel Management 3 credits Winter term
A study .of the backgr.ound .of persannel management, .organization
and function .of persannel department, emplayment pracedures, con-
structian and develapment .of instruments and recards, testing pro-
grams, merit ratings, training pragrams, emplayee incentives, sacial
controls and special problems .of industrial relations. Lecture, class
discussion, and field trips, Prerequisite: Bus. 2 and 3, or the equiva-
lent in business experience.
82-83 Business W.,iting 3 credits Winter and spring terms
Theory .of effective cammunication .of ideas thraugh the medium of
the written ward; .sales letters; collection letters; publicity; reports;
correspondence. Emphasis placed on correct English usage and clar-
ity. Required .of all semi-professianal business majars. Prerequisite:
Eng. 1-2-3.
SeCretarial Science
'5-6-7 Beginning Shorthand 4 credits ,Each term
An intraductory c~urs~ in Gregg sharthand. Emphasis is placed an
theory, writing s/till!iJld vacabulary development; skill in tra~scription
is developecl. .
55-56.57 Interni~diateDict~tion 4 credits ,Each term
Emphasisi~~laced on the building .of a braad shorthandyocaJJu-
lary and the devel.opmentof high speed in. dictation with rapid trans-
cription. Prerequisite: B.A. 5-6-7, with C grade .or bl;tter, or dictatian
speed of 80 wards per minute. .,'
46
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85 Office Praciice 3 credits Fall term
Training .in ordinary officeroutine, including the use of common du-
plication machines, filing, telephoning, and the use of various business
forms. Open to, second-year secretarial science students only.
86 Office Technique and Management 2 credits Winter term
A study of organization and management of an office, including
personnel problems, records, ratings, the allocation of functions and
responsibilities, and officesupervision. Lectures, class discussions and
field trip~. Open to second-y~ar secretarial science students only.
87 Secretarial Science 2 credits Spring term
Trait and personality development, intensive traininj!; in secretarial
work on the private and executive secretarial level. Lectures, class
discussions and field trips.
Open to second-year secretarial science students only.
CHEMISTRY
1-2-3 An Introdnction to General Chemistry 4 credits Each term
Lectures, recitations and laboratory exercises. An introduction to
,the study of the fundamentals and principles involved in chemistry.
This course is designed for those students whose interests are not
primarily in the field of chemistry. Two lectures, one recitation, and
two three-hour laboratory periods per week.
11-12-13 General Chemistry IScredits Each term
Lectures, recitation and laboratory exercises. A thorough study of
the fundamentals and principles and their applications. The third
term includes qualitative analysis and principles involved therein.
This course is designed for students majoring in chemistry and engi-
neering. Two lectures, one recitation, two,three-hour laboratories per
week.
31-32-33 Inorganic Chemistry 2 credits Each term
Prerequisite:Chem. 11-12-13. ,
A study of the occurrence, metallurgy, chemical and physical pro-
perties and compounds of the elements in the Periodic table. This
course is especially suited for engineers and chemistry majors. The
subject matter includes the modern theories involved in inorganic
chemistry.
41 Chemical Warfare 2 credits Spring term
A lecture and demonstration course open to all students; this course'
involves the study of chemical warfare agents such as gases, incendi-
aries, smokes, vesicants, lacrimotors, etc., including their physiological
" action, defense against such attacks and, first aid treatment. No pre-
" requisites. ," "
5i.52~5i''introductory Analytical and"Theoretical Chemistry
,', ' 4 credits Each term
" An intensive review of the ,fundamental laws and theories of chem-
istry .. , These are further applied and tested in the laboratory through
iJ.,faILtermof qualitative analysis and winter and spring terms of
quantitiltivean,illysis including both gravimetric and volumetric meth-
,ods: The lectur~ work will also include an elementary study of a
'number of selected topics in physical and theoretical chemistry. Two
lectures 'and' two three-hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequi-
site: Shemistry ,1-2-3;
COURSES 47
ECONOMICS
1.2-3 Principles of Economics 3 credits Each term
'Introduction to economic theory and an analysis of the operation
and. problems of the modern economic system. Economic problems of
war. '
61 " ~ntitative Analysis jj credi~s Fall term
" Principles of volumetric analysis,gr~vimetricCa~al;sis, oxidation
" reduction and iodimetry. Required of medical and X-ray technologists.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2-3. Two lectures ,and three three-hour
laboratory periods per week. ',. '
<~" ,,'::~::,, :>:>'T\ 'c-
," 62 Organic Chemistry , 8 credits," . 'Winter term
, A study ~f ,the compounds of carbon and the;~n:ralprhiciplesof
organic chemistry. Designed for pre-medical, ':n;.edical,technol~gyand
X-ray technology students. Prerequisite: Chemistry' h2-3. ,"Two lec-
tures and one three-hour laboratory period per 'week., ;,;,' . : '
('~ ~~'"d' .ft. ,' •. ~.. ~~",,:~; "
63 Biochemistry " 3 credits~ ,';Sp,ring term
Chemistry of the metabolism of the human body withpraetical 'w6rk
in urinalysis and blood analysis. One lecture and two three~hour'la1;l-
oratory periods per week. Prerequisites: organic chemistl'y,quantita- "
tive analysis and histology. ' i,' '0' ,
.' '.f;:"", ,t, " ,.~
71.72-73 Elementary Organic Chemistry 3 credits' Each term'
An introductory course covering the fUlldamental principles arid . '> •
the more importan~, applications of organic chemistry. The laboratory,
work will illustrate the technique and the typical methods for the pr~
paration and study of simple organic compounds. This course will
'satisfy the organic chemistry requirements of certain curricUla in
Home Economics, Pre-Nursing and Pre-Dental studies. Two lectures
and one thre~hour laboratory period per week. Prerequisite:' Chem- '
istry 1-2-3.
J
~.,
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EDUCATION
Inb-oduction to Education '2 credits Fall term
This is a g~neral introductory course in education which also tries
to interpret older philosophies of living and education in the light of
a democracy. An attempt is'made to' develop a modern philosophy of
education in view of social,problems and social changes now apparent.
Teachers' responsibilities are stressed in this course. Open to freshmen
and sophomores. ' ,,'
Introduction to EduCation 2 credits Winter term"
The study of progressivem&les and methods of education inele-
mentary schoolswiUbe eIhphasized in this course. SpecialcoI1llidera-
tion will begiv~n to the' unit system in its relation to modern curricu-
lum development. 'Units' 'and lesson plans will be developed. Special
emphasis will b~'given tot,he use of Instructional MovingPictufes i~
the classroom. Open to 'freilhmenand sophomores. '
\ ."' '" " "
Schoolroom Management 2 credits Sp'ring term
This course 'deals' with actual class-room situations. it not :only
deals with the physiCal'features of sehool management' but considers
studying, recitati!,nj:discipline, curricula and personality.' Rural ,school
problems are :Conllide,red'as well as city school, problems. 'Open to
freshmen and s~phoinores:
, "
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21 Elementary Review 2 credits' z-:/' Fall term
This caurse will be devated to. the review af cantent matter o.f
subjects taught in the first faur grades. Open to. saphomare cadet
teacher.s.
22 Advanced Review 2 credits Winter term
This caurse will be devated to. the review af cantent matter af
subjects taught in the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. " SpeCial
emphasis will be placed upan Idaho. histary, geagraphy and 'industries.
Open to. saphomare cadet teachers. ' '
23 Idaho School Law, Civics, and Manual 2 credits Spring term
Idliho. School Law, the state manual and caurse af study, and the
civil government af Idaho.. This caurse is required af all' people who.
expect to. be recammended far a Teacher's Certificate in Idaho.. Open
to. saphamares.
51 Elementary Methods 3 credits Fall term
Methads af teaching in the element~ry gra'deswill be canside~edin
this co.ursew,ith'emphasis an reading readiness,' numbers, ,art, music
and sacial adjustment af the small child." Open to. saphamore cadet
teachers. .
52 Intermediate Methods .3 credits Winter term
The methads af teaching reading, arithmetic, grammar, spelling,
histary, geagraphy, civics, hygiene, etc., are cansidered in this caurse.
Lesso.nplans and abservatian, in the city and caunty schaals, are parts
af this caurse. Open to. saphamare cadet teachers.
53 Advanced Methods 3 credits Spring term
Methads af teaching in the sixth, seventh and eighth grades are
stressed in this caurse. All texts adapted by the sta~e and teachers'
manual far each text are carefully studied. Open to. saphamare cadet
teachers. .
61.62.63 Practice Teaching 3 credits Each term
Sixty ho.ursaf abservation and ane hundred. twenty haurs af. super~
vised teaching. Part af this wark will be dane in the schaals af Baise,
the. ather part in especially' selected rural schools in the vicinity o.f
Baise. Open to. saphomares.
Psych.l.2 General Psychology
See'under Psychalagy Caurses. Required af all students expecting
to. teach.
Psych. 51.52 Educational Psychology
See under Psycholagy Courses. Required af all students expecting
to teach.
ENGINEERING
A E~gin:eering Lectures No.credit Fall term
A ,~urvey,af the Engineering Pro.fessian.
1 EngineerUlg'Drawing 4,credits ' Fall term
Fr(!ehand lettering; use af drawing instruments and equipment;
ortho.gi'aph~cdrawings to. include the principal, sectian, and auxiliary
viewS. One lecture, ane quiz, and twa three-haur drawing periads per
week. "
I
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.
"
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2.3 'Engineering Drawing 3 credits Winter andspring'terins
Continuation of Engineering ~ to incl,!-dealso revolution;' point. line
an~ plane proble~s; ~urfaces,. IntersectIons, and deyelo.pments; ma-
chIn~ element~; pIctOrial drawIng; and application to practical engi-
neerIng draftmg. One lecture and two three-hour drawing periods
per week. . ,"_ ('
12-13 Engineering Problems 1 credit Winter and spring terms
Training in methods of computation and analysis of engin~ering
problems. One laboratory period per week. Open to freshmen only. .
57 Curves arid Earthwork 3 credits ' . Spring' terni
Theory of simple, compound and reverse .curves; theory,'of the
spiral easement curve "!Ind the vertical curve. Mass diagram and
earthwork computation, Three lectures per week. . - '; ".: ,.'
62 Mechanics (Statics) 3 credits Winter term
Composition and. resolution of forces; laws of equilibrium; stresses
in frames; centers of gravity; moments and products of inertia;
analytic and graphic methods of. solution. Two lectures per week.
Prerequisites: Mathematics 51 and Physics 51.
*71 Plane Surveying 5 credits Fall term
Theory and use of transit, level, and minor instrumeIlts. 'Land sur- .
veying. Government methods of laying' out public lands. One recita-
tion and four three-hour periods of field work and computations per
w;eek. Prerequisites: Mathematics 11 and Engineering 1.
71-A 'Practical Surveying 3 or 5 credits Fall term
Same as 71, but lighter course for non-engineering students. No
prerequisite .
.75 Topographic Surveying 4 credits Spring term
Theory and use of plane table, transit and stadia; triangulation and
base line measurement; topographic mapping; star and solar observa-
tions. One lecture and. three field periods per week.
ENGLISH
PLACEMENT 'fEST-Each student entering college for the first
time .shall be required to take it standard English Placement Test for
the purpose of demonstrating his degree of proficiency in bnguage
fundamentals. Students transferring from other schools which require.
such a test may,present their scores in lieu of this requirement. ..
1-2-3 Freshman Composition 3 credits F)ach term
The standardco~rse iil composition principles designed to fulfill
conventional lower division group requirements. The general aim of
the course is proficiency and skill in writing and the development of
special techniquesessentlal to successful expression. Class work is
supplemented ..byindividiIal conferences for guidance and criticism.
Ample provision is made for the study of effective writing as well as
practice in producing it. .
8-9 Advanced Writing' 2 credits Winter. and spring terms
An elective. writing course for students interested in cr.eative,
original, and. imaginative writing, in improving' their own style and
fluency in written expression. Prerequisite: Englis~ 1.
* For forestry niajoi'~th'e:requlrement'Is a three.credit course'that Includesonly
two three-hourpe,rlodsof fieldwork. .
t.
'r.
Fall and winter terms
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11-12-13 Fundamentals of Speech 2 credits Each term
An elementary course in the fundamental technique of using voice
and speech. The purpose is to develop ease and correctness in oral
.expressionthrough speech composition and voice production. '
15 Pronunciation 1 credit Fall term
A study of the pronunciation of French, Spanish, Italian, and Ger-
man. This course is designed to teach the correct pronunCiation of
these languages for the benefit of students of voice and public speaking
and others who are interested in knowing how to pronounce foreign
words correctly. Class limited to ten members. Meets twice' a week
for one credit.
17-18-19 Introductory Drama 2 credits Each:term
A beginning course intended to present, the literary as well as
theatric values in dramatic literature. Dramatic theory and types
studied through the medium of a representative list of great plays
significant in English dramatic evolution. One term is devoted solely
to the study of theatric problems in play production.
21-22 D~bate 1 credit
Participation in inter-college debate.
41-42-43 Survey of American Literature 2 credits Each term
This course will cover the main points in American literature from
earliest colonial times to the twentieth century and our own times.
The most important authors of each period, in fiction, essay and poetry,
will be studied. Emphasis will be placed. on the literature as a re-
flection of the American ideals and thought. Lectures and extensive
r,eading.
51-52~53 . Survey of English Literature 3 credits Each term
A study of the development of types and movements in English
literature, and of the conditions which have surrounded their growth.
Lectures. Open as an elective to all sophomores; recommended for all
sophomores entering senior colleges of business administration, letters
and science, law and education (for prospective teachers of English).
61.62-63 Introduction to Modern Literature
3 credits Each term
A study of the trends of style and thought of modern and contem-
.' porary literature of England and America. The novel and biography
will be studied the first term, poetry the second, and the drama the
third .. Open as an elective to all sophomores, but not recommended
as'a.substitute for English 51-52-53for students in the B.A. and Edu-
cation curricula. '
66.67 Sur~ey of World Literature
, ." 3 credits Winter and spring terms
. :A coUrseaffording an opportunity for the student to acquaint him-
self with a selected sampling of the world's great literature, exclusive
of English an!}American authors. Classics in translation from Homer
to the TwentiethCentury. Recommendedas a supplementary course to
Eng, 51-52-53.f0i', the A.B. curriculum.
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" FORESTRY
I "Dendrology 3 credits "::Y~li'j:e~m'
This course will consist mainly of the identification, wood ,~utiliza-
tion and distributi0!1 o~ the chief forest trees of the southernp~rf of
the state. The relative Importance of local timber products with tefer~
ence to national timber products will also be stressed> A portion .of
this work will be in field laboratory. ....,; ,.,;
2 Silviculture 4. credits Winter .f;;;;; .
A study of silvicultural systems, stand improvement, n'i1tura('and
artificial regeneration, and methods of cutting. Prerequisites.:, For-
estry 1 and n." i.'
11 General Forestry 4. credits F'all'term .
This' course will consider the following: the relation of forestry .•
to other fields; the history and importance of forestry; its resources;
the federal organization, F. S., G. S., etc.; forestry in the economic
and social structure of the nation; personnel; state forestry; the public
domain. . '
12 Recreation 3 credits Winter term
Landscaping, sanitation, public contacts, and multiple use of recre-
ation facilities and the forest. Prerequisite: Forestry n.
13 Prolection--'Fire 4 credits Spring'term
Fire prevention, suppression and control methods will be studied
. in field and laboI:atory work. Use of telephone, radio, pump and other
fire tools. Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week. Pre-
requisite: Forestry 12.
52.53 Range Management I)credits WInter and spri'1g terms
During the two terms the principal types of livestock will be
studied, as well as their grazing habits. The development and history
of the range industry; range improvements; handling of stock as
related to the conservation of grazing and other natUral resources;
in'dicators of range conditions; methods of determining utilization will
be studied as well as the common diseases of livestock and control of
range pests. A portion of this work,will be in field laboratory. Pre-
requisites: Botany'13 and Forestry 2.
61 Forest Nursery Practice 3 credits Fall term
The method of laying out a forest nursery, planting, seeding, prun-
ing and landscaping. One lecture, two laboratories per week. 'Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing in forestry.
63 Protection-Insectil, Diseases 3 credits Spring term
Pathology; major diseases common to southern Idaho. Ento-
mology: the chief insect infestations in commercial wooqs of'southern
Idaho. This course wIll be supplemented by field trips. l'rerequisites:
Forestry 3, Forestry 61. .
FRENCH
.In.2n.3 Elementary French 4. credits 'Each term
The aim of this course is to teach the fundamentals o('grammar
.through exercises, easy reading, dictation and. co!"versation based upon
the text. Emphasis on phonetics and pronunclatlO~. .... .
~credit will be allowed ~ward graduation for the first and second terms of
any beginning foreign language until the third term Is completed. " .-
11.12-13 Intermediate French 4 credits Each term
The aim 'of this course is to give the student an accurafe and fluent
reading knowledge of French prose. Comprehensive review of gram-
mar with emphasis on idioms, dictation, phonetics, reports on collateral
-reading. Stress on composition and conversation the third term. Pre-
requisite: French In-2n-3 or two years of high school Frencll.,:
51-52-53 French Composition and Conversation, "
2 credits' Each term
Practical, oral and written work based on extensive coll~te~al'read-
ing. Class conducted entirely in French. Prerequisite: Frenc;h 11-12-
13 or 4 years of high school French.
52
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GEOWGY
11-12 Physical Geology 3 credits Fall and winter terms
An introductory' course designed to acquaint the student with the
causes and effeds of rock weathering; wind, water and ice erosion and
their depositions; the development of landscapes or topogrl\phles; in-
ternal forces of the earth. Laboratory periods a~e devoted to the
study of topographic maps of type areas and examination of rock
samples collected on field trips. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory per week. '
13 General Geography 3 credits Winter or spring term
A study of the character and distribution of the elements or factors
of natural environment suell as climate, topography, soils, minerals,
plant and animal life together with the human adjustments that are
made to ,these factors. The more knowledge of these the better the
adjustments should be and the more advanced the civilization.
This course should appeal to aviators, engineers, business and edu-
cation students as well as 'general students. Two lectures and one
laboratory period per week. ,
GERMAN
*In.2n-3 Elementary German 4 credits Each term
Grammar, graded readings, early introduction of idioms and simple
'conversation.
11.12-13 Intermediate German' 4 credits Each term
Reading of German texts with a review of grammar, composition,
translation of English into idiomatic German, and conversational exer-
cises, and reports on collateral reading. Prerequisite: German In-2n-3
or two years of high school German.
'51-52.Sa Composition and Conversation 2 credits Each term
<Practical oral and Written work based on extensive collateral read-
iniOn the field of both literature and science. Class conducted entirely
in German., Prerequisite: Intermediate German or 4 years of high
school German.
* No credit wlil be,allowedtoward'graduationfor the first and secondterms of
any beginningforeignlanguageuntil the third term Is completed.
,..~
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Marriage and the Family 3 credits Winter andspring ter,:IlS
An .analysis of the family with regard to its origin, structure .and
functions; a study of the factors that are likely to be of some.practical
help to young people in the selection of a marriage partner and in
.making the necessary adjustments of .marriage and farililylife. ',Open
to all college students. Three hours' discussion per w~~k. ...'.:
.~'.- ,
11-12-13 Clothing: Selectio~, Purchase and Care '.
3 credits . '.Each term
Study of the problems'involved in being suitablr 4ressed'()nv.~rying
levels of income; care and selection of fabrics and clothing; m~y in- .
elude methods and techniques' of rehabilitating ho~sehold furnishings.
One hour, discussion and two three-hour laboratory periods' per week... , ..~.', .
51-52-53 Foods and Nutrition 3'credits E'ach t~~m
Problems involved in feeding the family" emphasizing i~ePlanning,
preparation and serving of nutritionally adequate, . app'eti~ing and
attractive meals. Prerequisite: Che~istry .1, 2, 3. Two hours'discus-
sion and two two-hour laboratory perIods per week.
4-5
COURSES.
HOME ECONOMICS
1 .Introduction to Home Economics 3 credits . 'F~ll term
An orientation course for collegewomen dealing with ac~demic and
social adjustment, personal grooming, and a survey of vocational op-
portunities in home economics. Open to all college women. Three
hours' discussion per week. .
",,' ,.. HISTORY,,' '.; -, ': ' ','
'1'.2~3 ,Classical Civilization 3 credits ,,'i.{Each terIXl.
The history anq civilization of Ancient Greece and 'Rome, with t
emphasis on the social and political institutions. Giv,en in .al.~e.,~na,te'
ye~rs with Political Science 1-2-3. ." '. ('-'
..1{
21-22-23 Modern Europe 3 credits . Each t~rm
Political, social and economichistory of Europe from'the'R.ennais-:,
sance to the present, with emphasis on the period from the Congress of
Vienna to the present time. .,' <
31-32-33 History of the Americas 3 credits ~ach.te;m
A study of the Americas from discovery to the present tim~.':'Em-.
phasis on the transplanting of European institutions to the NewWorld:'(;"
The course aims at the background for understanding the interIiation~r: .
relations of the United States and Hispanic America. ., .
52-53 History of Idaho and the Pacific Northwest
2 credits Winter and spring terms
A history of the Old Oregon Country, with emphasis .on the Idaho
area. The basic topics for study are: early explorers of the ,Pa~ifici
international contest for fur trade in the region; the colonizationmove~
ment and placer gold area; founding of territories and states. Pre-
requisite: History 21-22-23or 31-32-33,
61-62-63 History of England 2 credits Each term
A survey of the history of England from the Anglo-Saxon invasion,
with -special emphasis on the constitutional, literary. and cultural
aspects.
.'
Ir
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61-62-63 The Home and Its Problems 3 credits:':',. Each term
Study of individual and family needs in the home; house construc-
tion and design; selection and care of equipment. TWo,hours' discus-
sion and one two-hour laboratory period per week.
65 Home Nursing 1 credit Fall or winter
General instruction in care of the sick in the home, Class dis-
cussion and laboratory. Students completing the course satisfactor-
ily receive the American Red Cross Certificate.
JOURNALISM
1 Elementary Journalism 2 credits Fliiilterm
Writing for newspapers. Emphasis throughout on reporting, de-
veloping a news sense, interviewing, news writing. Editing and. Writ-
ing of 'editorials and features will be studied. Students will have op-
portunity to write for the college newspaper. Prerequisite: English 1
with a grade of C or better, or a ranking in the upper third in the
English Placement test.
2 Elementary Journalism 2 credits Winter term
History of journalism; its significance in modern life; the problems
of censorship, propaganda, libel and fre~dom of the press will be
studied. Continued practice in news writing and editing.
3 Advertising Practice 2 credits Spring term
Companion course to Business Administration 72. Largely a labo-),;;'"
ratory course in connection with the college newspaper; advertising, ,,1..
writing ~nd soliciting; co~s~derable,atte~t~on to layouts and soliciting I: ;
and partIcularly to the wntmg of advertIsmg copy. . i/"
MATHE~TICS
Freshman Mathematics 4 credits Each term
College algebra, trigonometry, and analytic geometry. Required in
whole or in part of all students taking a mining, four-year forestry,
or pre-medical curriculum. (See ,Part III of catalog~) Prerequisites:
elementary algebra and plane geometry. -Five lectures a week.
Freshman Mathematics (Engineering)
5 credits Each term
Subject matter same as Mathematics 1-2-3, with additional empha-
sis on computation and upon construction and interpretation of graphs.
,Required for pre-engineering students. Prerequisites: a year and a
half, of high school algebra; plane and' solid geometry. Students offer-
ing.l'nly a year of algebra must obtain the consent of the instructor to
enroll in the, course. Five lectures a week.
. ".' .' ) .''%;;',~<:':~
~1.52-53;';~Clllculus 4 credits Each term
Fuqdamel,ltal principles and applications of differential and integral
calculUS" Prerequisite: Mathematics 1-2-3 or 11-12-13. Four lectures
a week. 0 "
TO"
PRIMARILY FOR SOPHOMORES
51-52-53 Advanced Harmony 2 credits Each term
Modulation, altered chords, secondary sevenths and invers~ol1~'sus,-
pensions,.passiIjg tones and embellishments. Prerequisite: ~usk' 1-'2-3.
54-55-56 Advanced Ear Training '2 credits 'Each term
Advanced melodic and rhythmic dictation. Two, three and, four-
part singing in treble, arid bass clefs. More advanced chroUlatic pro~
lems and modulation. 'r '
57.58-59 Advanced Keyboard Harmony 1 credit . Each term
Harmony applied to the keyboard; practice in playing written
chords aIld progressions.
60-61-62 History of Music 2 credits ,Each term
Beginning of -music, music of the anci~nt wotld;'Inedieval systems
of notation. Influence of the Renaissance and Reformation. Rise and
progress of opera and oratorio; classicism vs. romanticism. Music of
the modern world:
S+:4aM
,55
Each term
instrumentalists.
COURSES
MUSIC THEORY, , I" "
PRIMARILY FOR' FRESHMEN .j
1~2.3 Beginning Harmony 3 credits ." ,'Each term
Scales, intervals, triads, part-writfhg of',gi~eri,niefodi~sarid'basses.
Dominant seventh and inversions, modulation',s,e<;<indarY,sevenths.
lA-2A-3A Music Fundamentals 1 credit . 'Each term
Primari\'y for non-music majors. Practice inelementary~il~-trail1-
ing, keyboard harmony, sight-singing and musical dictation. " / J', "
, :, >,.:' :,_.,:~...,:'.\ '
4-5-6 Ear Training 2 credits :E,:aeh tet;m
Aurai training on intervals, simple chords, inelodies,el\sY"lC~Ythmic
figures; parallels the written work of Harmony 1:'2-3 and js, pre-,or'
corequisite. ' ' " ,
7-8-9 Keyboard Harmony 1 credit Each term
Harmonization at. the piano of given soprano and bass' inel~dies,
primary, 'secondary triads and inversions, dominant sevenths.:" H'ar~
mony 1-2-3 is prerequisite or corequisite.
10.11.12 Music Appreciation 1 credit Each term
An elective course open to all students in the Junior College. It
will give the student an opportunity to hear good music and learn to
converse intelligently on the subject.
13~14-15 A Cappella Choir 1 credit Each term
A course in unaccompanied singing. Audition J;equired.
16-17-18 Accompanying 1 credit
Practical experience in accompanying singers and
Open to piano students with sufficient technique.
19-20-21 Instrumental or Vocal Ensemble 1 credit Each term
A course designed to promote interest in small vocal or instru-
mental group work. Ensembles must make a public appearance at
least once each term in order to receive credit.
22,-23-24 Orchestra 1 credit .Each term
Open to any student who is proficient in, the use of some iristi'u- ,
ment of the modern orchestra.
I,
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63-64-65 Public School Music Methods 2 credits , Each term
Materials, methods and problems', relating to cla~sroom music.
Through the kind cooperation of the Public Schpo.l.Supervisor of
Music, the city schopls will be available as a laboratory ..' Prerequisite:
Music IA-2A-3A. I
APPUED MUSIC
Applied music does not come under general tuition. See schedule of
fees. Students requesting credit in applied music must take examinations
before the end of the second week in each term, except those ,enrolled in
courses followed by a letter, or preceded bya zero. .' L, . . '
Students must appear at least once each term in a college recital to
receive credit. .'~
TECHNIQUEPnEREQUISITEs---forall applied music, instrum~ntal and
vocal:
Scales in major ,and minor, rhythms of 2, 3, 4, at M.M.-80.
Three-toned arpeggios in major and minor, rhythms of 2, 3, 4; at
M.M.-80. •. '
Piano Prerequisite-Kullak or Clementi sonatinas. A, two-part i~-
vention of Bach.
25-26-27. Piano' 2 or.4 credits Each term
Scales, arpeggios, octaves, Czerny, Bach two-part inventions, Haydn,
Mozart sonatas. Easy compositions of Mendelssohn, Chopin, Schu-
mann. " '
25A-26A-27A Cl~ss Piano 1 credit Each term
Each term
studies, ,Bach's Little
025.026-027 Piano 1 credit. Each term.
Elective course for all colIege 'students .with ele~entary ~bility.
Not to be taken by music ma,jor,s.' '.' " " '
75-76-77 'Piilno" 2 br 4 credits Each term
Scales, arpeggios,odaves, Cra~ef st'iIdies. Bach three-part inven-
tions. Mozart sonatas. Compositions by Mendelssohn, Schubert,
Grieg, etc. '
ORGANPREREQUISITE.-Sameas piano and one creditable public ap-
pearan,ce on the organ.
28-29.30 Organ 2 or 4 credits
Alderfet organ instruction. Nilsson pedal
Preludes and Fugues. Easy compositions.
028-029-030 Organ
Elective course for all college students with elementary ability.
Not to be taken by music majors.
78-79-80 Organ 2 or 4. credits' 'Each term
Nilsson pedal studies. Technical exercises for the manuals. Pre-
ludes and Fugues of Bach. Rheinberger trios. C\)mpositions of'
medium difficulty." ','," ,'/ .
VIOLINPREREQUIBITE.-Studiesof,Yayser and Dort. Schubert sona-
.tinas. Concertinos by SiR and Accolaij.
31~32-33 'Violin 2 or 4.credits , Each term
Scales, arpeggios. Studies' by Kreutzer, Sevcik, Wilhelmj, Mazas.
Sonatas and concertos of Handel, Kreutzer, Rode, DeBeriot.
31A-32A-33A Class Violin 1 credit Each term '
"'-------------------~-------------'----,. __ . ;",
; 1-.
',j
, ,
Each.term
Moods in songs.
Each term
with elementary ability.
;,'<Each term
with elementary ability.
-.-,1.;.' ::,<~,'-
.61COURSES'
37.38-39 Cello 2 or 4 credits Each term
-Major and minor scales in three or four octaves. Selected studies
by Carl Schroeder, Dotzauer, Lee, Grutzmacher,-and Buchler., Stud~nt
concertos by Romberg and Goltermann. Classic sonatas by Sammar-
tini, Eccles, Cervetto,etc., and other compositions of mediu~. difficulty.
037-038-039 Cello i credit Each term
'Elective course for all college students with elemet:lt!lry,al!ility.,
Not to be taken by musiCmajors.
87.88.89 Cello 2 or 4 credits ,Each term
Four octave scales in different combinations of bowings. Studies
'by Franchomme, Merk, Kummer, Grutzmacher, and Dotzauet. ~oh~tas
by Grieg and Beethoven and compositions of comparable ~lffi<:ulty,
using the thumb.
90.91-92 Woodwind Instruments 2 or 4 credits.' Each term
Credit in flute and clarinet only will be offered.
031,,032-033 Violin 1 credit
,'; , ,Elective course for all college stl~dents
Not to be taken by music majors.
34-35-36 Voice 2 or 4 credits
Breath control, tone production, diction, rhythm.
Songs for individual needs of students.
34A.35A.36A Class VoIce Lessons 1 credit Each term
This course is recommended for students who plan to teach in rural
or city schools.' .
034-035.036 Voice 1 credit
Elective course for all college students
Not to be taken by music majors.
84.85.86 Voice 2 or 4 credits Each term
Continuation of first year technique. Artistry in phrasing and in~
terpretation. Art songs of Schubert, Schumann. Classics and moderns.
CELLOPREREQUISITE.-Studiesby Percy Such or Dotzauer; easy
pieces.
,81-82-83 Violin 2 or 4 credits 'EliCh term
, " Scales by Gruenberg, Ritter. Studies by Kreutzer, Fiorillo, Kneei-
sel, Sevcik. Concerti by Rode, DeBeriot, Sonata Mozart. Composi- '{
tions of medium difficulty. , ' ',',
VOCALPREREQUISITE.-Sightreading moderately hard music;' sing~'
ing of even, 1j.exiblescales, singing of a group of good sc;mgs'from, "
memory.
.;..
PHILOSOPHY
.'~' .
11.12-13 Introduction to Philosophy* 8 credits ' "Each term
A study of selected philosophical.. sources: a~ ,a basis, for in~
terpretipg economic, social, and polItical" prmclples _ operative in
contemporary civilization. .'"
* An orientation course.on fundamental problems'and llttitudes.
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51-52 ..53 History of Philosophy 8 credits ." Each term
The development of philosophical'conceptions in the Greek, medie-
val and modern world.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MEN
21 Football Participation 1 credit
22 Basketball Participation 1 credit
23 Baseball Participation 1 credit
24 Track Participation 1 credit
}<'allterm
Winter term
Spring term
Spring term
Each term
Same activities are
31.32.33 Sports for Freshmen 1 credit Each term
Classes meet two scheduled periods per week. Activitie's in classes
include the following: volleyball, basketball, badminton, touch foot-
ball, softball, archery and pingpong.
61.62.63 Sports for Sophomores 1 credit
Classes meet two scheduled periods per week.
offered as in the Sports for Freshmen class.
41.42.43 Freshman Activities 1 credit Each term
Advanced classes in Physical Education. Required of all majors
in Physical Education. Two periods per week.
71.72-73 'Sophomore Activities 1 credit Each term
Advan'c~d theory classes in Physical Education. Required of all
majors in Physical Education. Two periods per week.
WOMEN
1.2.3 ActiviiyProgram for Freshman Women (See below)
II Beginning Swinuning, 1 credit .Each term
For those who cannot swim. The skills to develop are correct
breathing, confidence in the water, floating, elementary back stroke,
treading'water and beginning diving. The class.meets twice a week.
12 Intermediate Swimming 1 credit Each term
For those who swim one or more strokes, but need instruction on
correct form, American crawl, side stroke, single overarm, treading
and diving. The class meets twice a week.
13 Advanced Swimming 1 credit Each term
A continuation of 11-12. Trudgen crawl, breast stroke, water
stunts, diving, life-saving and figure swimming. .The class meets twice
a week.
55 Hi~tory of Physical Education 2 credits Spring term
This course is a study of the backgrounds and the dev.elopn'lentof
the physical education. movement, and the comparison of distinctive
trends in different countries with special emphasis upon the modern
trend in the United States. Required of Physical Education majors.
51.52-53 Activity Program for Sophomore Women (See below)
.(
"
":-
.,
,',•
FaIl, winter and s'priD:g
and voIleybaIl.
COURSES
Golf
Equipment is not furnished.
Seasonal Team Sports
BasketbaIl, soccer, speedbaIl, softbaIl
Swimming
(As already listed in the catalog.)
Tennis FaIl and spring
Students are requested to 'supply their own equipment.' .
1'tM7 ' .z:1i>t... -
THEORY COURSES FOR MEN AND WOMEN
~' :
,ACTIVITY PROGRAM
The foilowing Physical Education activity courses are' offered each y:ar '
for women students. Each class meets twice a week' for 'fifty' minutes,
through the term and one credit is given toward graduation. 'Women':stu'"' ,
dents are required to take one activity every term for two year's,particii '
pating in at least three different activities, two of which must be a team '
sport. " " ,",
Archery "Faji~ridJ~~hlg'
Equipment is ,furnished.. ,. '~~( ....,: '.<t.ic,
Badminton Winter ferin.
Racquets are furnished but students supply their own sfiuttll\cock~:'
; I . ,- 1:./.- . >,-:('"
Dancing, , Fall, winter arid spring
Includes: tap and clog; natural dancing based on walking, rUnning;
leaping and skipping; folk, cowboy and square dancing; social; lind
creative dancing. .
5-6 Personal and Public Health 2 credits FaIl and winter terms
Open to both men and women: This is not symtomology and treat-
mrnt of diseases, but rather ,de!ils with phases of health which the
student can do something about in .conserving the health of himself,
his family and his community.,Ut deals with nutrition, tuberculosis,
venereal disease, sanitation, maternal and child hygiene, industrial hy-
giene, milk sanitation, cancer; heart disease, communicable diseases and
", immunization.
9 First Aid " ' 1 credit Faii or winter
The Standard First Aid Cou~se.Redtross Certificates are awarded
to all candidates with a satisfactory grade.
\ ,- ~
, ,~
PHYSICS
1-2-3 General Physics 4 credits ,Each term
Mechanics, sound, heat, light,: electricity and magnetism. This
course satisfies the science requirement for the Junior College Bachelor
0'£ Arts and Bachelor of Science curricu~a,:and may be taken by for-
estry and pre-medical students. ,.J'hree lectures and one laboratory
period per week. :.•
SI~S2-S3 Engineering Physics "o'cl'edJts Each term
This c'ourse is intended for sttidl\ntsJnthe physical sciences and hi
engineering, and must be precedeli or ,accompanied by the calculus.
Three lectures and two three-hollr lll.boratoryperiods per week.. ,:
f:<.'
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PILOT, TRAINING
".-,1
UNDER THE CIVILIAN PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM,
CIVIL AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY
(This program has been discontinued for the duratic'm.) ,
Objective: " ,
The objective of this program is to safely and adequatt;ly'train a group
of young men who give promise Of interest in and ability to continue flying
activities as private pilots. Because of the war emergency, duringJhe past
year the program has been devoted to the training of enlisted men only.
Eligibility:
a. From among those regularly enrolled full-time students whb,have 15
or more semester (22% quarter) hours of college standing and are ,between
the ages of 18-25 incllJ,sive,a list is prepared numbering up to three times
the allotted quota. The order of names is based upon the student's grade
point average, the highest average first, the next highest second, and so on.
In case of two or more equal averages, consideration is given to aptituqe,'
personality and,physical qualifications.
b. Beginning at the top of the above list, a group of students, equal in
number to the quota, is selected to receive their medical, examination. If
any of this !!umber fail to pass the requirements, the students next,in order
on the list are allowed to take the examination. This is continued until the
quota is filled. '
Fees:
There is a laboratory fee of $10;00 for all courses. The cost of the
medical examination and insurance is i1,tpresent being borne by the govern-
ment. In addition, to the laboratory fee,. the student, is required to furnish
his own flying equipment and transportation to and from the airport in an
approved carrier.
Cours'es:
1 Ground School 5 credits
Consists 'of 72 hours of class instruction in the following subjects:
Civil Air Regulations; Avigation; Meteorology; General Service of
Aircraft.
12 Flight Training 1 credit
Requires from 35 to 45 hours of flying of which 15 hours are dual,
instruction, the remaining time being solo flight. Must be taken con-
currently with P. T. 2.
51 Advanced Ground School 6 credits
Consists of 108 hours of class instruction in, Aerodyriamics arid
Aeroplanes, Avigation and Radio, Powerplant and Aircraft Operation.
62 Flight' ' 1 credit,,' "
Requires 40 to 50 hours of flying in airplanes of 120 to 225 horse-
power. Successful completion of course enables the student to secure
C.A.A. rating. Must be taken concurrently: with P. T. 51.
P. T. 1 and P. T. 12 are prerequislte,S'to P. T. 51 and P. T. 62.
Suspension; and Other Enrollees:', '" '
A student may be dropped' from the course for due cause, this action
being taken by an appropriatll board of examiners duly appointed by the
C.A.A. Any interested person will be permitted to enroll in the ground
course and receive college cred,it. The cost to such students is the regular
fee of $10.00. ".', ' ,
1
"
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COURSES
,..~
\
. I ,
POLITICAL SCIENCE
1-2.3 American Government 3 credits , ,Each term
Origin and development of the constitution; powers, functions :ilnd '
interrelations of the executive, administrative, legislative, and judicial
branches of gov:rnment; expansions of governmental activities;' party
system; emphaSISon the national government. '
PSYCHOWGY
I~General Psychology 3 credits Fall and winter terms
A general course considering stimuli, integration and response, and
the principles underlying human behavior. Prerequisite to all courses
in psychology. Required of all who expect to teach. Two lectures,
including instructor's demonstrations, and one quiz per week. Indi-
vidual work-book, research and social surveys required.
3 Applied Psychology 3 credits Spring term
This course considers the psychological factors influencing a per-
son's general competence and occupational activities. Special empha-
sis is laid on the application of psychological principles to the fields of
industry, business, law, medicine and education.
SPANISH
*1n-2n-3 Elementary Spanish 4,credits , Each t,erm
Conversation and dictation in Spanish, with it. minimum of formal
grammar study. Conversation is based on' Hispanic-American text.
~redit wllI be allowedtoward graduailon for tbe .first 'and se~ondt,enns of
any beginningforeign languageuntil the tillrd term:Iscompleted.
Each term
with special
Fall term
of psychology
Psychology 1
SOCIOLOGY
1-2-3 Introduction to Sociology 3 credits
A study of origin and development of human society
emphasis on social forces, problems and institutions.
51.52-53 Rural Sociology 3 credits Each term
A study and field investigation of the chara~teristic features of
rural communities. Emphasis on the special problems of Idaho rural
society and the methods being used to solve these problems.
51 Educational Psychology 2 credits
The psychology of learning and other applications
to problems in the field of education. Prerequisite:
and 2.
52 Psychology of Elementary Subjects 2 credits Winter term
A study of reading readiness and the proper psychological approach
to the teaching of reading, numbers and other subjects. Prerequisite:
Psychology 1 and 2.
53 Child Psychology 2 credits Spring term
This course will study particularly the maturation of the child,
thresholds of learning, motivation, and habit formation .. 'The psy-
chological study of the abilities of the individual child, and his adjust-
ments, is emphasized. Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and 2.
'f. "
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11.12.13 Inte~ediate Spanish 4 credits Each term
The aim of the course is to give the student an I\ccurate and fluent
reading knowledge of modern Spanish. Comprehensive review of gram-
mar; study of idioms; monthly reports on collateral reading; conver-
sation based on text. Prerequisite: Spanish In-2n-3~r two years of
high school Spanish. . .".
51.52.53 Composition and Conversation 2 credits Each term
Practical oral and written work entirely iIi Spanish, based on ex-
tensive collateral reading of Hispanic-Am'T'ican periodicals and stan-
dard literary works. Prerequisite: Intermediate Spanish or four years
of high school Spanish.
ZOOLOGY
1.2.3 General Zoology 4 credits Each term
The general problems of animal structure, physiology, activities and
adaptions, sex, development, heredity, evolution and life-histories of
representative and economic forms. Two lectures, one recitation and
two two-hour laboratory periods per week.
33 Ornithology 2 credits Spring term
Natural history and taxonomy of local birds, including technique in
their preservation for study. Emphasis will be placed on field identi-
fications., Four hours Saturday morning, 7-11; lecture and laboratory
combined.
41 Genetics 3 credits Fall term
Lectures, readings and reports upon the theories and principles of
heredity, to serve as a basis for advanced work in animal and plant
breeding and as a necessary background in the analysis of problems
in sociology, eugenics and public welfare. Three lectures per week.
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or Zoology 1.
42 Eucenics 2 credits Winter term
A consideration of the facts and problems of human heredity in
relation to the individual and the population as a whole. Two lectures
per week. Prerequisite: Genetics or Zoology 1-2-3.
51 Physiology 4 credits Fall term
Designed to give a general knowledge of .the more important physio-
logical problems, and of the structure and functions, of the human
body. Two recitations and two two-hour laboratory periods per week.
Prerequisite: Zoology 1-2.
52.53 Comparative Anatomy 3 credit~ Winter and spring terms
Dissection and study of types of vertebrates, together with lectures
and discussions on general vertebrate anatomy with special reference
to the evolution of the various organ systems. Two lectures and two
two-hour laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: Zoology 1-2-3.
54 Vertebrate Histology 3 credits Winter term
A study of the various tissues of the vertebrates and techniques
employed in animal histo}ogy including fixing, sectioning, staining and
mounting. One lecture,~two three-hour laboratory periods a week.
Prerequisite: Zoology 1-2-3.
--------------------------- ..~_ .. '.--"-
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COURSES ,68
.~.,
51 Parasitology ,.Sci-edit!' ..;Sp~ing term
Pathogeni.c'parasites of man"dealing withpara8itic~orms' ~~d '~oine
of the parasItic arthropods. 1wo lectures and 'one three-hour labor-
atory period. Prercquisite: Zoology 1-2-3. • ,c. '. '. .
72.73 Fish and Game 3 credits. Wintei' ~nd,spripg'term~
Management of fish and game in the forests; game census; "fishcul-.
ture, planting, etc.; identification of principal species of ,wild life;
food requirements, and correlation with other forest resourceS, Prac~
~icaI rearing of gam~ animals, including practice I," hatching and .rear-
109.of pheasllnts. 1wo I.e~ture~and one three-hour laboratory or field
perIOda wcek. PrcreqUlsltes: Zoology 1, Botany 13, Forestry IS, For-
estry 51. •
SEMI.PROFESSIONAL
BACTERIOWGY
55 Introduction to Immunology and Pathology
4 credits Spring term
For Medical Technologists. Agglutination tests, serological test
for syphilis, gross and microscopic study of diseased tissue. One
lecture and two four-hour laboratory periods. Prerequisites: Bac-
teriology 51-52 and Histology.
SECRETARIAL
15.16.17 Beginning Typing 1 credit Each term
Intensive work in touch typewriting, with much drill to develop
correct technique; course includes the typing of business forms, corre-
spondence, etc.
65.66.67 Advanced Typing 1 credit Each term
Continued study of the technique of typewriting to develop high
speed and accuracy, Advanced work in the use of business forms,
including letter, legal work and tabulation. Prerequisite: B.A. 15-16-
17 with C grade or better, or typing speed of 45 words per minute.
75.76.77 Office Machines 2 credits Each term
Instruction in the operation of common business machines, including
the calculator and comptometer, by the touch method. All operations
of the machine are studied. Business standards are demanded of
students for satisfactory grades. One hour each day required for two
credits. Schedule for use of machines will be adjusted to fit student's
program. Open to sophomore students only and preference must be
given to students in the Business Administration and Secretarial
Science Department.
FORESTRY
3 Mensuration 4 credits Spring term
This course covers the scaling of logs and stumps, 'tree' measure-
ment, timber, estimating and logging methods. Part, of this work will
be in a field laboratory. Prerequisite: Forestry 2.
71.72 Technical and Monthly Reports ,',. .
1 credit Fall and winter 'terms
Method of procedure in filling out monthlyrepoi'ts, timber sales
and various other forms. The writing of report" 'on topics dealing with
vocational forestry. Prerequisite: Sophomore.standing in forestry.
"
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73 Seminar 1 credit
A review of the courses completed in the
requisite: Sophomore standing in fo'restry.
Spring term
previous two years. Pre-
VOCATIONAL TRAINING COURSES
Entrance to these courses is subject to the approval of the State
Board for Vocational Education and Boise Junior College.
High school students may be admitted to the elementary' radio and
elementary machine shop cou'rses; they are subject to the rules and
regulations covering credit ,by the high school.
RADIO
1 Elementary Radio 5 credits Fall term
Elementary radio theory, symbols and diagrams; generation of
electromotive force and alternating currents, with an introduction to
sound and acoustics. This, will be II foundation for beginning radio
students. Five three-hour laboratory periods per week.
2 Elementary Radio 5 credits Winter term
Instruction on radio receiver, audio amplifiers and public address
theory and construction. Followed by service instruction and ex-
perience. Work on radio interference elimination. Five three-hour
laboratory periods per week.
3, Elementary Radio 5 credits Spring term
Radio laws, F. C. C. Rules and Regulations. Construction and
operation of frequency meters llnd moniters. Radio operating in-
structions. Instruction on amateur license examinations. The stu-
dent should be able to pass IImateur license examinations, which will
be held during this qUllrtcr. Five three-hour laboratory periods per
week.
11 Advanced Radio 5 credits Fall term
Prerequisite: Radio 1-2-3, or the equivalent determined by experi-
ence and proper license. Study of commercial transmitting equipment,
monitors and commercial communications receivers; transmitting
antennas included. Five three-hour laboratory periods per week.
12 Advanced Radio 5 credits Winter term
Advanced radio theory and practice, especially as applied to com-
mercial radio operator's examinations. Five three-hour laboratory
periods per week.
13 Advanced Radio
Study of. ultra high frequency rlldio transmitters and receivers,
and antennas, including directive arrays. Research in radio phenomena.
Five three-hour laboratory periods p~r week.
MACHINE SHOP
1-2-3 Elementary Machine Shop (pre-apprentice)
, " 5 credits Elich term
A course in machine shop' practice giving the student training in
the use of the lathe, shaper, milling machine, dual metal saw, surface
cylinder and tool grinders, drill press, and bench work; also mathe-
matics, science, and blueprint reading as related to the work of the
machinist. Five three-hour laboratory periods per week.
"1
", COURSES
n~12.13 Maehine Shop 5credits ,',. ':'Each'term
.,Supplemental course to aid mechanics who\lr~: ''.V~f~i;;faf' the'
trade. The course is designed to give further training in'"all types of.
,machine work-lathe, shaper, milling machine, dualmetal"s~w;sur~
face grinders; cylinder grinder, tool grinder, drill press,berichwork,
and heat treatment of metals; also mathematics, science•...and b.ueprint
reading as re~ated to the work of the machinist.' ,Fi~f }t~r;,ee-,hoti.r
laboratory perIods per week. ....,~.. ';:',1/ ,<, ...,:\,
:.j1,~>,J>.~.....
/;;i';>:.~4JJ~'f}t
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SPANISH
'''In.2n.3 Elementary Spanish 4, credits Each term
Oral method with a minimum of formal instruction in grammar.
Emphasis on conversation and diction.
li.12.13 Intermediate Spanish 4, credits Each term
The aim of the course is to give the student an accurate an!! fluent
reading knowledge of modern Spanish and to increase his ability in
conversation. Comprehensive review of grammar; study of idioms;
monthly reports on collateral reading. Prerequisite: Spanish In-2n-3
or two years of high school Spanish.
51.52.53 Composition and Conversation 2 credits Each term
Practical oral and written work entireiy in Spanish, based on ex-
tensive collateral reading of Hispanic-American periodicals and stan-
dard literary works. Prerequisite: In~ermediate Spanish or four years
of high school Spanish. .
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ZOOLOGY
1.2.3 General Zoology 4, credits Each term
The general prob~emsof animal stru.eture, physiology, activities and
adaptations, sex, development, heredity, evolution and life-histories of
representative and economic forms. Two lectures, one recitation and
two two-hour labor!ltory periods per week.
41 Genetics 8 credits Fall 'term
Lectures, readings and reports upon the theories and principles of
heredity, to serve as a basis for advanced work in animal and plant
breeding and as a necessary background in the analysis of problems
in sociology, eugenics and public welfare.' Three lectures per week.
Prerequisite: Botany 1 or Zoology 1.
11 Social Anthropology 2 credits Fall term
A study of 'the customs, practices, beliefs, institutions and social
organization of primitive peoples; the influence of Western ideas and
'inventions on pre-literate peoples.
12.13 Race and Nationality Problems 2 credits Winter and spring
The contact of races and cultures, race attitudes, pre.iudices and
conflicts; current race and natio,nality problems with special emphasis
on those pertaining to the United States.
42.43 Marriage and the Family 3 credits Winter and spring
An analysis of tile family with regard to its origin, structure and
functions; a study of the factors that are likely to be of some practical
help to young people in the selection of a marriage partner and in
making the necessary adjustments of marriage, and fam:ily life. Open
to all college students. Three hours' discussion.per week.
51.52.53 ~ural Sociology 3 credits .E~ch term
A 'study and field investigation of the characteristic features of
rural communities. Emphasis on the special problems of Idaho rural.
society and the methods being used to solve these problems. Pre-
req~site: Sociology 1-2~3.
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42 Eugenics 2 credits Winter term
A consideration of the facts and problems of human heredity in re-
lation to the individual and the population as a whole., Two lectures
per week. Prerequisite: Genetics or Zoology 1-2-3.
52-53 Human Physiology and Anatomy 3 credits Winter and spring terms
For students in Home Economics and Pre-Nursing. Designed to
give a general knowledge of the more important physiological prob-
lems, and of the anatomical structure and functions of the human
body. Two recitations and two two-hour laboratory periods per week.
Prerequisite: Zoology 1-2.
54-55 Comparative Anatomy 3 credits Winter and spring terms
Dissection and study of types of vertebrates, together with lectures
and discussions on general vertebrate anatomy with special reference
to. the evolution of the various organ systems. Two lectures and two
two-hour laboratory periods a w~ek. Prerequisite: Zoology 1-2-3.
56 Vertebrate Histology 3 credits Winter term
A study of the various tissues of the vertebrates and techniques
employed in animal. histology including. fixing, sectioning, staining and
mounting. One lecture, two three-hour laboratory periods a week.
Prerequisite: Zoology 1-2-3.
57 Parasitology 3 credits Spring term
Pathogenic parasites of man, dealing with parasitic worms and some
of the parasitic arthropods. Two lectures and one three-hour labora-
tory period. Prerequisite: Zoology 1-2-3.
72-73 Fish and Game 3 credits Winter and spring terms
Management of fish and game in the forests; game census; fish cul-
ture, planting, etc.; identification of principal species of wild life;
food requirements, and correlation with other forest resources. Prac-
tical rearing of game animals, including practice in hatching and rear-
ing of pheasants. Two lectures and one three-hour laboratory or field
period a week. Prerequisites: Zoology 1, Botany 13, Forestry 13, For-
estry 51.
BOTANY
1-2-3 General Botany 4 credits Each term
A laboratory and lecture course on the structures of leaves, stems
and roots; relation of plants to their environment; identification of
some common weeds and trees. Reproduction and heredity in plants,
bacteria and fungi in relation to human welfare; survey of the great
groups of plants. Three lectures and two two-hour laboratory periods
per week.
12.13 Systematic Botany 4 credits Winter and spring terms
A laboratory, field and lecture course. Emphasizes plants of im-
portance in forestry and range management. The various systems of
classification, the use of keys and manuals will be studied. Prerequi-
site: Botany 1. Two lectures and two two-hour laboratory periods per
week.
23 Local Flora 3 credits Spring term
The aim of the course is to become familiar with the ferns and seed
plants of Idaho. Field characteristics and identification in the field
will be emphasized as well as the use of keys and manuals. One .lec-
ture, Saturday and afternoon field trips. Prerequisite: Botany 1-2.
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